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BILL OF SALE 
and 
WARRANTY AND INDEMNIFICATION 
KNOW ALL PERSONS by these presents, that for value 
received, JV L.L.C., an Idaho limited liability company, (trans-
feror) of P.O. Box B, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864, does hereby sell, 
transfer and convey unto V.P., INC., an Idaho corporation, 
(transferee) of 218 Cedar Street, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864, all 
right, title and interest in and to the following described 
property: 
All tangible and intangible personal property in con-
nection with that water system that provides water service to the 
Hidden Lakes Go1f Course in Bonner County, Idaho, and to the 
adjacent subdivisions known as Ridden Lakes and the First and 
Second Additions to Hidden Lakes, according to the plat thereof, 
recorded in Bonner County, Idaho. Property transferred by this 
instrument shall include, but not necessarily be limited to the 
following: 
1. All installations of wells, pipe, tanks, valves, 
and all other equipment used in conjunction with the system, 
2. Assignment of Idaho PWS #1090195. 
3. All existing contracts and agreements with the 
Users of the system. 
4. This transfer and conveyance and shall also include 
all of transferor's right, title and interest in and to those 
easements relating to the operation of said water system includ-
ing but not limited to those set forth on the plats of Hidden 
Lakes, and Hidden Lakes First and Second Additions, Bonner Coun-
ty, Idaho. 
5. The transferor is entitled to collect all water 
hook up fees on existing platted lots and land owned by Sun 
Mountain, Inc. situated Northwesterly of Lower Pack River Road. 
6. Transferee acknowledges its understanding of, and 
agrees to assume all terms and conditions of the existing 
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agreement with Blaine Stevens concerning the water well. Trans~ 
feree is also aware that a second well be required when more than 
25 users are hooked into the system. 
The transferor warrants and represents to transferee 
that it has the power and authority to transfer to transferee the 
property described above, and that this transfer is free from 
liens or encumbrances. 
The transferor warrants that the above property is in 
good working condition. 
Transferees shall keep said water system in good work-
ing order in compliance with all laws and regulations, and that 
transferee shall indemnify and hold transferor harmless from any 
and all claims arising from transferee's negligent operation of 
the system subsequent to the date transferee takes possession. 
IN WITNESS WHER~OF, the undersigned have hereunto set 
their hands on this 2~-f't day of October, 1995, at Sandpoint, 
Idaho. 
JV L.L.C. 
BY: Hidden Lakes Limited Partnership, Member 
ML A@~ 
By: ;nf,LIAM A. BERRY, G~ Par 
~~€<L ~~-By7ERRY,  ·er 
. I 
C I 
B~\ _ _/fun Mountain, Inc., Member 
?J _di_;___ b<-~-7 
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STATE OF IDA . ) 
CoGnty of Bonner 
) 
) ss. 
) 
On this day personally appeared before me, the undersigned 
Notary Public, WILLIAM A. BERRY and JAMES BERRY, known to me to 
be the general partners in the partnership of HIDDEN LAKES LI~IT-
ED PARTNERSHIP, an Idaho limited partnership, and the general 
partners who subscribed said partnership name to the foregoing 
instrument, and said limited partnership is known to me to be a 
member of JV L.c.c., an Idaho limited liability company, and said 
persons acknowledged to me that said limited partnership ~xecuted 
the same in said limited liability company name. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonner 
) 
) ss. 
) 
and seal 
On this day personally appeared before me, the undersigned 
Notary Public, WILLIAM A. BERRY and JAMES BERRY, known to me to 
the President and Secretary, respectively, of Sun Mountain, Inc., 
an Idaho corporation, the corporation that executed the within 
instrument and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed 
the same, and corporation is known to me to be a member of JV 
L.C.C., an Idaho limited liability company, and said persons 
acknowledged to me that said corporation executed the same in 
said limited liability company name. 
. IN WITNESS ~:!_'!, I hav~e_reunto s t my hand and seal 
this "::i..Llday of . / , >9'95. ~ .---.---.✓.• ., · 
- ~ :---' ,,, __ . 
~~ ,· 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonner 
) 
) ss. 
) 
On this day personally appeared before me, the undersigned 
Notary Public, BARBARA HUGUENIN, known to me to be the President 
of V.P., INC., an Idaho corporation, the corporation that execut-
ed the within instrument and acknowledged to me that such corpo-
ration executed the same. 
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AGREEMENT TO RELEASE RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL UPON PAYMENT, 
AGREEMENT FOR PAYMENT ON PROFIT SHARING AGREEMENT AND TO 
RELEASE UPON PAYMENT, 
AND 
MODIFICATIONS TO PROMISSORY NOTE AND REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE 
Parties: 
I. Property Owner: 
V.P. Inc., an Idaho Corporation, 
referred to as VP 
II. J.V. LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
referred to as JV, who is the: 
1. First Lien Mortgage holder, 
2. First Right of Refusal holder, and 
3. Profit Sharing holder. 
III. Real Estate: Approximately 640 acres, referred to as 
Moose Mountain, for and in consideration of the terms and 
conditions herein set forth, the above parties agree, as 
follows: 
1. JV sold Moose Mountain to VF. 
2. The Real Estate referred to herein as Moose 
Mountain is legally described in a first lien purchase 
money Mortgage from VP, mortgagor, to JV, mortgagee, which 
is recorded October 24, 1995 as Instrument No. 474746 
records of Bonner County, with a first lien against the 
Real Estate described in said Mortgage with a priority date 
of October 24, 1995. 
3. Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement, 
or any other agreement, the lien of JV's Mortgage and the 
increased amount of said Mortgage as hereinafter modified 
and provided for in this Agreement shall remain a first 
priority lien mortgage, with a priority of October 24, 
1995. 
4. The aforesaid Mortgage is security for payment 
from VP to JV on an existing purchase money Secured 
Promissory Note, dated October 20, 1995 in the original sum 
of $2,264,500.00 from VP as maker payable to JV as payee 
and holder. The unpaid principal amount still due on said 
Unsecured Promissory Note as of the last payment is 
$1,840,000.00. 
5. When JV sold Moose Mountain to VP, JV retained 
and received a first priority Right of First Refusal to 
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Purchase Real Property, i.e. to purchase Moose Mountain, 
which was recorded October 24, 1995 as Instrument No. 
474747, as a preemptive first right, records of Bonner 
County, Idaho and JV also retained and received a Profit 
Sharing Agreement to receive profit on Moose Mountain, 
recorded October 25, 1995 as Instrument No. 474750 records 
of Bonner County, Idaho. 
6. JV agrees to sell and release its aforesaid Right 
of First Refusal and its Profit Sharing Agreement to VP in 
exchange for payment to JV from VP in the sum of 
$1,000,000.00 (One Million Dollars & 00/100) on the terms 
and conditions set forth hereafter. 
7. The $1,000,000.00 shall be added to the unpaid 
balance on the purchase money Promissory Note and the 
Mortgage referred to herein above so that the unpaid 
principal shall increase effective upon signing this 
agreement from $1,840,000.00 to $2,840,000.00, with the 
terms of payment on said indebtedness and security to be 
paid as follows: 
a) Commencing March 1, 2005, payments of 
$12,000.00 per month shall be made through September 
1, 2005, which is for 7 monthly payments at $12,000.00 
each, for a total of $84,000.00. This would reduce 
the unpaid principal to ($2,840,000.00 - $84,000.00) 
to a sum of $2,756,000.00. Upon payment of the 
aforesaid sums, the September 1, 2005 unpaid principal 
in the sum of $2,756,000.00 shall commence bearing 
interest at ten percent (10%) per anum computed on the 
unpaid balance. The unpaid balance of $2,756,000.00 
together with the interest shall be paid in equal 
monthly payments of principal and interest over the 
next five (5) years, with the first payment being due 
October 1, 2005, which monthly payments would be 
($2,124.71 per $100,000.00) in the monthly sum of 
($2,124.71 x 27.56) $59,190.89, or more per month, 
with a maturity date of October 1, 2010. Prepayment 
may be made without penalty. 
8. The increased amount of said Unsecured Promissory 
Note to $2,756,000.00 shall continue to be secured by the 
first priority Mortgage, Instrument No. 474746, with a 
priority date of October 24, 1994. 
9. Except as setforth above, all provisions of the 
Unsecured Promissory Note and said Mortgage shall remain in 
full force and affect, except the release provision of the 
Mortgage shall increase to $4,500.00 per acre in additional 
payments of principal. In clarification, payments that 
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have been made or to be made on the Unsecured Promissory 
Note do not apply to the Releases. 
10. VP has executed Real Property Purchase and Sale 
Agreement to MDG Nevada, Inc. ("MDGN") which includes the 
sale of the Moose Mountain real estate along with various 
other real property. The $1,000,000.00 payable to JV for 
its Right of First Refusal and for its Profit Sharing 
Agreement is so that VP may sell to MDGN free and clear of 
these rights of JV. However, the $1,000,000.00 is payable 
to JV and added to the Unsecured Promissory Note and 
Mortgage if either the VP sale to MDGN is closed or VP 
elects to pay the $1,000,000.00 whether or not the sale to 
MDGN closes. Further, the commencement of VP paying JV the 
$12,000.00 per month from March 1, 2005 is conditional upon 
MDGN's release and payment of $250,000.00 earnest money to 
VP, which is to occur on or about February 10, 2005. In 
any event, any payments paid by VP to JV on the 
indebtedness to JV shall apply thereto. 
11. At such time as the $1,000,000.00 is irrevocable 
added to the Unsecured Promissory Note and the Mortgage, or 
said $1,000,000.00 is paid in cash to JV for said purposes, 
then the releases and discharges of the JV's Right of First 
Refusal and of JV's Profit Sharing Agreement in the form of 
EXHIBIT D (Release of Right of First Refusal) and EXHIBIT E 
(Release of Profit Sharing) may be recorded by the Closing 
Agent (Escrow), Sandpoint Title Insurance Company, who 
shall hold them in executed foon. pursuant to this 
Agreement. These may ONLY be recorded by Sandpoint Title 
Insurance Company in exchange for payment of $1,000,000.00 
in cash to JV or in exchange for VP's written election to 
add $1,000,000.00 to the Unsecured Promissory Note and the 
Mortgage and a Modification of Said Promissory Note is 
executed by VP and a Modification of said Mortgage is 
executed by VP and recorded by the Closing Agent (Escrow}, 
Sandpoint Title Insurance Company, simultaneously with 
recording of said Releases. 
12. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this 
Agreement, if MDGN closes its purchase from VP for the 
$16,000,000.00 stated in the Contract, then at closing the 
entire $1,000,000.00 for release of the Right of First 
Refusal and for the release of the Profit Sharing Agreement 
and the entire unpaid balance of the Secured Promissory 
Note shall be paid to JV in cash at closing by the Closing 
Agent (Escrow). If the amount MDGN pays at closing is less 
that $16,000,000.00, then twenty percent (20%) of the 
amount MDGN pays at closing shall be paid to JV up to 
payment of the entire amounts owed JV; provided however, in 
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no event shall the sum VP pays to JV on said closing be 
less than $1,000,000.00 paid toward the entire amount VP 
owes JV. At the same time as the $1,000,000.00 is paid on 
the entire indebtedr..ess due JV, then the re.~aining unpaid 
principal balance shall be re-amortized for VP to pay equal 
monthly payments, of principal and interest at ten percent 
(10%), on the then remaining balance for the then unpaid 
term until September l, 2010. 
IN WITNESS HERETO, 
Executed For: 
STATE OF IDAHO 
V.P. (L-~ZiiZh°iilttion 
By: Richard A. Villelli, President 
Date: Ft-W ll'\J:c9 7. d 00-.) J 
) 
ss. 
COUNTY OF BONNER ) 
On this 7 ~ day of '\=..aC;? , 2ooi before me the 
undersigned Notary Public, personally appeared, RICHARD A. 
VILLELLI, and proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 
evidence, to be the President of the corporation that executed 
the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on 
behalf of the corporation and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed 
Executed For: J.V. LLC, Idaho Limited Liability Company 
By: Hidden Lakes, Limited Partnership, member 
By:~~1e~rai Partner 
Date: ,2.._7 .... u5 
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I 
ames W .. Lrry, 
: Z./7 oS-
By: Sun Mountain, Inc., a corporation, member 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss. 
COUNTY OF BONNER ) 
On this 7~ day of ~D , 2005, before me, the __ .;;._ ___ _ 
undersigned Notary Public, personally appeared, WILLI.AM A. BERRY 
and JAMES W. BERRY, known to me or proved to me on the basis of 
satisfactory evidence, to be the MANAGERS, PARTNERS, and 
OFFICERS who subscribed said J.V. LLC name to the foregoing 
instrument, and acknowledged to me that they executed the same 
in said name of J.V. LLC, by its members, the partnership & 
corporation. 
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JV L.L.C.'S DOCUMENTS AND EXHIBITS 
A. R.E. Loan's Satisfaction of Mortgage recorded June 8, 2007, 
Instrument No. 730445 
B. Purchase Money Promissory Note and a Mortgage on Moose 
Mountain, recorded October 24, 1995, Instrument No. 474746 
C. Mortgage to RE Loans, recorded March 24, 2004, Instrument No. 
646455 
D. Seller's Closing Statement 
E. Charles Reeves, Manager of POBD Deposition of August 19, 2013 
F. Third Amendment to Indebtedness and to Real Estate Security 
and Subordination Agreement recorded June 24, 2008, as 
Instrument No. 753907 
G. Borrower's Settlement Statement, dated July 31, 2008 
H. Borrower's Final Settlement Statement, dated July 31, 2008 
I. Tax Deed to Bonner County, recorded May 22, 2014, Instrument 
No. 859659 
J. Bonner County Tax Collector Cheryl Piehl & Valiant Redemption 
Communication 
K. Wire Operations Advice of Credit 
L. JV Notice of Redemption 
M. JV Redemption Deed, recorded July 7, 2014 as Instrument No. 
861430 
N. Valiant Idaho Redemption Deed, recorded July 8, 2014 as 
Instrument No. 861460 
0. Buyer/Borrower Statement (POBD/NIR), dated June 13, 2008 
P. Bar-K 8-28-07 Spreadsheet 
Q. Satisfaction of Mortgage Security Agreement and Fixture 
Filing, recorded August 6, 2008 as Instrument No. 756408 
R. October 5, 2009 Letter to Adjusters International 
S. Photocopy of Greenspan Adjusters International, Inc. Check 
No. 1238 
T. Kathy Groenhout November 2, 2009 e-mail 
U. Kathy Groenhout October 27, 2009 e-mail 
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Susan P. Weeks, ISB No. 4255 
JA.t\lfES, VERJ.'JON & v.,'EEKS, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
sweeks@jvwlaw.net 
Attomeys for Defendants North Idaho Resorts, LLC aud VP, Incorporated 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BON"'NER 
GENESIS GOLF BIDLDERS, INC., formerly 
known as KATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, 
lNC., a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintift~ 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada linlited 
liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN 
Case No. CV-2009-01810 
DEFENDAN'T NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, 
LLC' S ANSVlERS TO 
INTERROGATORIES [13-23] and 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION (7-20J 
PROPOUNDED BY VALrA.1'11 IDAHO, 
LLC 
COMES NOW Defendant, North Ida..li.o Resorts, LLC, by and through its attorney of 
record, Susan P. Weeks, of the Firm James, Vernon & Weeks, P .A and hereby responds to Valiant 
Idaho, LLC's Interrogatories [13-23] and Requests for Production [7-20] as follows: 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
REQUEST FOR ADl\iflSSION NO.7: Admit that the real property described in the RE 
Loans Legal Desctiption Exhibit is real property encumbered by the RE Loans Mortgage, the 
Pensco Mortgage, the MF08 Mortgage and/or the Redemption Deed. 
DEFENDANT NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC'S ANS"WERS TO IN'TERROGATORIES 
[13-23] and REQT.JEST FOR PRODUCTION [7-20J PROPOUNDED BYV ALIANT 
IDAHO, LLC: 1 
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EXHIBIT J 
RESPONSE: Deny. Assuming the "redemption deed" references the deed from Bonner 
County to Valiant, ·upon iufonnation and belief, the redemption deed covered less property than the 
R.E. Loans mortgage as it is the understanding of Defendant that there were two redemption deeds 
issued by Bonner Count. Regarding the Pensco Mortgage and the MF08 Mortgage, a previous 
affidavit of Bamey Ng subnlitted in the "tvIT 08 bankntptcy indicated that the legal descriptions did 
not encumber the same properties. Fur.her, the answering party has made a reasonable inquiry 
concerning the information knovvn or readily obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient 
to enable Defendant to admit the matter. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: To the extent you denied Request for Admission ("Request,;) 
No. 7, identify all facts and in.forrnation upon which you base your denial of said Request, 
including, but not limited to, the following: 
a. Identify a:ny real property described within the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit 
which you contend is not encum.beted by the RE Loans Mortgage; 
b. Identify any real property descnned within the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit 
which you contend is not encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage; 
c. Identify any real property described witlun the RE LO&"lS Legal Description Exhibit 
which you contend is not encumbered by the MF08 Mortgage; 
d. Identify any real property described within t.."1-ie RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit 
which you contend is not encumbered by the Redemption. Deed; 
e. Identify any real property which you contend is encumbered by one or more of the 
Valiant Encumbrances but omitted from the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit; 
DEFENDA..NT NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC'S A.L"\JSVIERS TO INTERROGATORJES 
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f. Identify any defect(s) that you believe exists in the legal description set forth on the RE 
Loans Legal Descriptioo Exhibit; 
g. Identify, by legal description if possible, any real property that y<Ju identi£ied in your 
answer to Interrogatory No. 13[a.-e.]; and 
h. Identify all documents which you contend support your denial of Request No. 7 and your 
aus,ver to Inten-ogatory No. 13[a.-f]. 
Ai~SvVER: See resp<mse to Request for Admission No. 7. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Admit that the 186 lots/parcels separately described 
on the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit comprise the same real property that is described in 
the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information kno"'Ml or readily obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party Ls not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
Il'fIERROGATORY NO. 14: To the extent you denied Request No. 8, identify all facts and 
infonnation upon which you base your denial of said Request, including, but not limited to, the 
following: 
DEFENDM'T NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC'S A."NSWERS TO INTERROGATORJES 
[13-23] and REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION [7-20] PROPOUNDED BY VALIANT 
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a. Identify all differences and discrepancies between the real propeiiy described in the 
Lot/Paxcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit and the real property described in the RE Loans Legal 
Description Exhibit; 
b. Identify any lot/parcel identified on the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit that is not 
also included in the legal description iu the RE Loans Legal Description. Exhibit; 
c. Identify any real property that is part of the legal description in the RE Loans Legal 
Description Exhibit but is not identified as all or a portion of a parcel in the Lot/Parcel Legal 
Descriptions Exhibit; 
cl Identify, by legal description if possible, any real property that you identified in your 
answer to Inkrrogatory No. 14(b.-c.]; 
e. Identify any knovm. parcel that is included within the legal description on the RE Loans 
Legal Description Exhibit but is not identified as a distinct parcel on the Lot/Parcel Legal 
Descriptions Exhibt; 
f. Identify any parcel identified in Lott'Parcel Legal Descriptions E:&:b.ibit that is not 
included within the legai description in the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit; 
g. Identify any parcel identified on the Lot/Parcel Legal Descrip:ions Exhibit which you 
contend is described incorrectly on said Exhibit; and 
h. Identify all documents which you contend support your denial of Request No. 8 and your 
answer to Interrogatory No. 14[a.-g.J. 
A."1\/'S\VER: See response to request for admission No. 8. 
DEFENDANT NOR'TII IDAHO RESORTS, LLC'S AJ."\TSWERS TO INTERROGATORJES 
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REOl)EST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9: Admit that all of the lots/parcels identified on the 
Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit are encumbered by the RE Loans Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answedng party bas made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, and such infonnation is insi1fficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant iden.ti.t7ing the source of the Lot'Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by au Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: To the extent you denied Request No. 9, identify all facts and 
information upon which you base your denial of said Request, including, but not limited to, the 
following: 
a. Identify each lot/parcel by its parcel nu.rnber, as set forth on the Lot'Parcel Legal 
Descriptions Exhibit, which you contend is not encumbered by the RE Loans Mortgage; and 
b. Identify all documents which you contend support yow denial of said Request and your 
answer to Interrogatory No. 15. 
ANSWER: See response to request for admission No. 9. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Admit that all of the real property described on the 
RE Loans Legal-Description Exhibit is encumbered by the RE Loans Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has m.ade a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtain.able to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
DEFENDANT NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC'S ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORJES 
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answering party is not au Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. ~n1e answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication. it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
C--.'TERROGATORYNO. 16: To the extent you denied Request No. 10, identify all facts 
and information upon which you base your denial of said Request, iucluding, but not limited to, the 
following: 
a. Iden!ify any real property described on the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit which 
you cor4tend is not encumbered by the one or more of the parcels id::ntifi.ed on the Lot/Parcel Legal. 
Descriptions Exhibit; 
b. Identify the legal description of all real property identified in your answer to 
Interrogatory No. 16[a ]; and 
c. Identify all docum~nts which you contend support your denial of Request No. 10 and 
your answer to Interrogatory No. 16. 
ANSVv'ER: See response to Request for Admission No. 10. 
R.EOlJEST FOR AD~HSSION NO. 11: Admit that some of the lots/parcels identified on 
the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit are not encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
DEFENDANT NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC'S ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES 
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requested discovery from_ Valiant iden.tifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
REQUEST FOR AQ:MISSION NO. 12: Admit that som.e of the lots/parcels identified on 
the Lot/Parcel Legal Desc:dptions Exhibit are encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party bas 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Identify each parcel on the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions 
Exhibit that you acknowledge is encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage. 
ANSWER: See response to Request for Admission No. 12. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13: Admit that the Pensco Mortgage encumbers all of 
the lots/parcels identified on the Lot'Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit, except for the follo\:\ing: 
Parcel I Parcel 101 
Parcel 14 Paree[ 102 
Parcel 15 Parcel103 
Parcel 16 Parcel 104 
Parcel 32 Parcel 105 
Parcel 33 Parcel 106 
Parcel 37 Parcel 107 
Parcel 38 Parcel109 
Parcel 39 Parcell12 
Parcel 40 Parcel122 
Parcel 59 Parcel 132 
Parcel 62 Paree[ 133 
Parcel 67 Parcel 141 
DEFE:N'DANT NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC'S ANSWERS TO I}\;'TERROGATORJES 
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Parcel82 
Parcel 83 
Parcel84 
Parcel 85 
Parcel 91 
Parcel 142 
Parcel 143 
Parcel 164 
Parcel 168 
Parcel 169 
Parcel 170 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, and such information. is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the rr.atter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party is not an. Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, hut has no indication it was prepared by an Ida:10 licensed professional land surveyor. 
BrfERR0GATORYN0. 18: To the extent you denied Request No. 13, identify all facts 
and information i;pon which you base your de:oial of said Request, including, but not limited to, the 
following: 
a. Identify each. lot/parcel by its parcel num.ber, as set forth on the Lot/Parcel Legal 
Descriptions Exhibit, which you contend is not encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage; and 
b. Identify all documents which you conte.::id support your denial of Request No. 13 and 
your answer to Interrogatory No. 18. 
ANSWER; See response to Request for Admission No. 13. 
REQUEST FOR AD:MISSION NO. 14: Admit that the Pensco Legal Description Exhibit 
identifies all real property encumbered by the Peiisco Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
DEFENDANT NORTH ID.A.HO RESORTS, LLC'S ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORJES 
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Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
ans'Nering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from V a]jant identifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional lane. SUJ:'i,'eyor. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: To the extent you denied Request No. 14, identify all facts 
and information upon which you base your denial of said Request, including, but not limited to, the 
following: 
a. Identify all real property that is encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage but not identified 
on the Pensco Legal Description Exhibit; 
b. Identify all real property identified on the Pensco Legal Description Exhibit th~J is not 
encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage; 
c. Identify the legal description of all real property identified in your answer to 
Interrogatory No. 19[a.-b.]; and 
d. Identify all documents which you contend support your denial of Request No. 14 and 
your answer to Interrogatory No. 19. 
ANSWER: See response to Request for Admission. No. 15. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 15: Admit that some of the lots/parcels identified on 
the Lot'Parcel Legat Descriptions Exhibit are not encumbered by the :rvrF08 Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
DEFE~'DANT NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC'S ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES 
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amwering party is not an Idaho Ecensed professional land s1.:rveyor. The answering party has 
requested cliscO\.-ery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
REOlJEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 16: Adm.it that some of the lots/parcels identified on 
the LotJParcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit are encumbered by the MF08. Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answeling party has made a reasonable inquiry cor..ceming the 
information kn.ovVTI or readily obtainable to it~ and such bformation is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a cietes and bounds description and the 
answering pa...4:y is not an Idaho licensed professional la..'ld surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of foe Lot,Parcel Legal Description 
Ex.bibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Identify each parcel on the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions 
Exhibit that you acknowledge is encumbered by the MF08 Mortgage. 
ANSWER: See response to Reqi.;.est for Admission No. 16. 
REQUEST FOR AD~1ISSfON NO. 17: Admit that the MF08 Mortgage encumbers all of 
the lots/parcels identified on the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit, except for the following: 
Parcel 1 Parcel 105 
Parcel 14 Parcel 106 
Parcel 15 Parcel 107 
Parcel 16 Parcel 109 
Parcel 59 Parcel 112 
Parcel 62 Parcel 122 
Parcel 67 Parcel 132 
Parcel 82 Parcel 1~3 
Parcef 83 Parcel 141 
Parcel 84 Parcel 142 
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Parcel 85 
Parcel 91 
Parcel 101 
Parcel 102 
Parcel 103 
Parcel 104 
Parcel 143 
Parcel 164 
Parcel 168 
f>arcel 169 
Parcel 170 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, aud such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land su..rveyor. The answering party bas 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, bllt has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: To the extent you denied Request No. 17, identify all facts 
and information upon which you base your denial of said Request(s), including, but not limited to, 
the following: 
a. Identify each lot/parcel by its parcel number; as set forth on the Lot1Parce1 Legal 
Descriptions Exhibit, which you contend is not encumbered by the lv!F08 Mortgage; and 
b. Identify all documents which you contend support your denial of said Request and your 
answer to Interrogatory No. 21. 
ANSWER: See response to Request for Admission No. 17. 
R.EOUESIEOR .AD.MISSION NO. 18: Admit that the MF08 Legal Description Exhibit 
identifies all real property encumbered by the MF08 Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry conceming the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, a.t"'Jd such information. is insufficient to enable 
DEFENDANT NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC'S ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES 
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Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party ha5 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: To the extent you denied Request No. 18, identify all facts 
a.11.d infonnation upon which you base your denial of said Request, including, but not limited to, the 
following: 
a. Identify all real property that is encum.bered by the :tv1F08 Mortgage but not identified on 
the :tvIF08 Legal Description Exhibit; 
b. Identify all real property identified on the MF08 Legal Description Exhibit that is not. 
encumbered by the l\;IF08 Mo1tgage; 
c. Identify the legal description of all real property identified in your response to 
Interrogatory No. 22[a.-b.]; and 
d. Ideo.tify all documents which you contend support your denial of Req_uest No. 18 and 
your answer to Inten-ogatory No. 22. 
ANSWER: See response to Request for Admission No. 18. 
REQUEST FOR AD~USSION NO. 19: Admit that some of the lots/parcels identified on 
the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit are not encumbered by the Redemption Deed. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
infotmation known or readily obtam.able to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description. and the 
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ans,vering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot'ParceI Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 20: Admit that some of the lots/parcels identified on 
the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit are en.cumbered by the Redemption Deed. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concer:tlng the 
infonnation kno\'.'Vll or readily obtainable to it, and such infom1ation is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bom1ds description and the 
answeri.ng party is uot an Idal10 licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of tl:e Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
fu1ERROGATORYNO. 23: Identify eacr. parcel on the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions 
Exhibit that you acknowledge is encumbered by the Redero.ption Deed. 
A.L"TSWER: See response to Request for Admission No. 10. 
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JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS. P.A. 
( \ g_~ 
By -d/tak== ~ 
Susan P. Weeks 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct oopy of the foregoing was served on the follo"ving 
persons in the manner indicated this ~da.y of November, 2015: 
U.S. MaiJ., Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 208-263-8211 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 208-489-0110 
Gary A. Finney 
FINNEY FINEY & FlNNEY. PA 
120 E Lake St., Ste. 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Richard Stacey 
Jeff Sykes 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey, PLLC 
755 West Front St., Ste. 200 
Boise, ID 83 702 
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Susan P. Weeks, !SB No. 4255 
JAMES. VERNON & WEEKS, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667 -0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
sweeks@jvwlaw..net 
,_, ',/1// 
Attorneys for Defendants North Idaho Resorts, LLC and VP, Incorporated 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF BONNER 
GE~'ESIS GOLF BlJILDERS, rNC., formerly 
known as NATIONAL GOLF Bl.HIDERS) 
INC., a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
\IS, 
PENTI ORELLE BaM-,;'ER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability company; et al.~ 
Defendants. 
Al~D RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN 
Case No. CV-2009-01810 
DEFENDANT VP INC.'S ANSWERS TO 
INTERROGATORIES (13-231 and 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION [7•20] 
PROPOUNDED BY VALIANT IDAHO. 
LLC 
COivlES NOW Defendant, North Idaho Resorts, LLC~ by and through its attorney of 
recor~ Susan P. Weeks,, of the Firm James, Vernon & Weeks, P.A. and hereby responds to Valiant 
Idaho, LLC's Interrogatories [13-23] and Reqnests for Production [7-20] as follows: 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 7: Admit that the real property described in the RE 
Loans Legal Description Exhibit is real property encumbered by the RE Loans Mortgage, the 
Pensco Mortgage, the MF08 Mortgage and/or the Redemption Deed. EXHIBIT K 
DEFENDANT VP, INC.'S ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORlES [13-23] and REOUEST 
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RESPONSE: Deny. Assuming the "redemption. deed" references the deed from Bonner 
Cow1ty to Valiant, upon information and belief, the redemption deed covered less property than the 
R.E. Loans mortgage as it is the understanding of Defendant that there were two redemption deeds 
issued by Bonner Count. Regarding the Pensco Mortgage and the MFO& Mortgage, a pre-vious 
affidavit of Barney Ng submitted in the MF 08 bankruptcy indicated that fae legal descriptions did 
not encumber the same properties. Further, the answering party has made a reasonable inquiry 
concerning the infonnation known or readily obtair,able to it, and such infonnation is insufficient 
to enable Defendant to admit the matter. 
INTERROG..<\. TORY NO. 13: To the extent you denied Request for Admission ("Request") 
No. 7, identify all facts and. information upon which you base your denial of said Request, 
including, but not limited to, the following: 
a. Identify any real property described within the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit 
which you contend is not encumbered by the RE Loans Mortgage; 
b. Identify any real property described within the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit 
which you contend is not encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage; 
c. Identify any real property described v.,ithin the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit 
which you contend is not encumbered by the lvfF08 Mortgage; 
d. Identify any real property described within the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit 
which you contend is not encumbered by the Redemption Deed; 
e. Identify any real property which you contend is encumbered by one or more of the 
Valiant Encumbrances but omitted from the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit; 
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f. Identify any defect(s) that you believe exists in the legal description set forth on the RE 
Loans Legal Description Exhibit; 
g. Identify, by legal descri.ption if possible, a."tl.y real property that you identified in your 
answer to Interrogatory No. 13[a.-e.]; and 
h. Identify all documents which you contend support your denial ofRequest No. 7 and your 
answer to Interrogatory No. 13[a.-f.]. 
ANSWER: See response to Request for Admission No. 7. 
REQUEST FOR .ADNflSSION NO. 8: Adroit that the 1 B6 lots/parcels separately described 
on the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit comprise the same real property that is descnbed in 
the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information kno'V'l'Il or readily obtainable to it. and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land su.rveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
INTERROGATORY NO. l 4: To the extent you denied Request No. 8, idemify all facts and 
information upon which you base your denial of said Request, in.eluding, but not Eroited to, the 
following: 
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a. Identify all differences and discrepancies betvveen the real property described i:::i the 
Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit and the real property described in the RE Loans Legal 
Description Exhibit; 
b. Identify any lot/parcel identified on the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit that is not 
also included in the legal description in the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit; 
c. Ide:ntify any real property that is part of the legal description in the RE Loans Legal 
Description Exhibit but is not identified as all or a portion of a parcel in the Lot'Parcel Legal 
Descri;Jtions Exhibit; 
d. Identify, by legal description if possi½le, any real property that you identified in your 
answer to Interrogatory No. 14[b.-c.]; 
e. Identify any known parcel that is included vvithin the legal description on the RE Loans 
Legal Description Exhibit but is not identified as a distinct parcel on the Lot/Parcel Legal 
Descriptions Exhibit; 
f. Identify any parcel identified in Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit that is not 
included within the legal description in the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit; 
g. Identify any parcel identified on the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit which you 
contend is described incorrectly on said Exhibit; and 
h. Identify all documents which you contend support your denial of Request No. 8 and your 
answer to Interrogatory No. 14[a.-g.]. 
ANSW'ER: See response to request for admission No. 8. 
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REQUEST FOR AD1-([SSION NO. 9: Admit that all of the lots/parcels identified on the 
Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit are encumbered by the RE Loans Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has ma.de a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
infonnation known or readily obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient t(J enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit. but has no in.dication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: To the extent you denied Request No. 9, iden:ify aU facts and 
information upon which you base your denial of said Request,. incbding~ but not limited to, the 
following: 
a.. Identify each lot'parcel by its parcel number, as set forth on the Lot/Parcel Legal 
Descriptions Exhlbit, which you contend is not encumbered by the RE Loans Mortgage; and 
b. Identify all documents which you contend support your denial of said Request and your 
answer to Interrogatory No. 15. 
A.N'SWER: See response to request for admission No. 9. 
REQUEST FOR AD:rvllSSIOl'-T NO. t0: Admit that all of the real property described on the 
RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit is encwnbered by the RE Loans Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
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answering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of tr.e Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: To the extent you denied Request No. 10, identify all facts 
and information upon which you base your denial of said Req'..l.est, including, but not limited to, the 
following: 
a. Identify any real property described on the RE Loans Legal Description Exhibit which 
you contend is not encumbered by the one or more of the parcels identified on tte Lot'Parcel Legal 
Descriptions Exhibit; 
b. Identify the legal description of all real property identified in your answer to 
Interrogatory No. 16[a.]; and 
c. Identify all documems ·which you contend support your denial of Request No. 10 and 
your answer to Interrogatory No. 16. 
ANSWER: See response to Request for Ad.mission No. 10. 
REQUEST FOR ADML5SION NO. 11: Admit that some of the lots/parcels identified on 
the Lot/Parcel Legal De.scriptions Exhibit are not encumbered by the Pensco Morli;,o-age. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit t.1-ie matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party is not an Idaho licensed _professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
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requested discovery from Valiant identifying the sciurce of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional lancl surveyor. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12: Admit that some of the lots/parcels identified on 
the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit are encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answ·ering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
info1mation known or readiiy obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot'Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it vras prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Identify each parcel on the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions 
Exhibit that you acknowledge is encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage. 
ANSV/ER: See response to Request for Admission No. 12. 
REQUEST FOR AD~ITSSIONNO. 13: Admit that the Pensco Mortgage encumbers all of 
the lots/parcels identified on the Lot'Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit, except for the following: 
Parcel I Parcel 101 
Parcel14 Parcel 102 
Parcel 15 Parcel 103 
Parcel 16 Parcel 104 
Parcel32 Parcel 105 
Parcel 33 Parcel 106 
Parcel 37 Parcel 107 
Parcel 38 Parcel 109 
Parcel39 Parcel 112 
Parce!40 Parcel 122 
Parcel59 Parcel 132 
Parcel62 Parcel 133 
Parcel 67 Parcel 141 
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Parcel 82 
Parcel 83 
Parcel 84 
Parcel 85 
Parcel 91 
Parcel 142 
Parcel 143 
Parcei164 
Parcel 168 
Parcel 169 
Parcel 170 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information kno'i\lll or readily obtai:1able to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
ansvveiing party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit; but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: To the extent you denied Request No. 13, identify all facts 
and information upon which you base your denial of said Request, including, but not limited to, the 
follm.ving: 
a. Identify each lot/parcel by its parcel number, as set forth on the Lot/Parcel Legal 
Descriptions Exhibit, which you contend is not encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage; and 
b. Identify all docmuents which you contend support your denial of Request No. 13 and 
your an.swer to Intel't'ogatory No. 18. 
ANSWER: See response to Request for Admission No. 13. 
REOlTEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 14: Admit that the Pensco Legal Description Exhibit 
identifies all real property encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage. 
RESPO~SE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, and su.ch information is insufficient to enable 
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Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes anci bounds description and the 
a..~ve1.fag party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering pruty bas 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot1Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
Il'-fIERROGATORY NO. 19: To the extent you denied Request No. 14, identify all facts 
and information upon which you base your denial of said Request, ir.cluding, but not limited to, the 
following: 
a. Identify all real property that is encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage but not identified 
on the Pen.sea Legal Description Exhibit; 
b. Identify all real property identified on the Pen.sco Legal Description Exhibit that is not 
encumbered by the Pensco Mortgage; 
c. Identify the legal description of all real property identified in your answer to 
Interrogatory No. 19[a.-b.]; and 
d. Identify all documents which you contend support your denial of Request No. 14 and 
your answer to Interrogatory No. 19. 
Al'iSWER: See response to Request for Admission No. 15. 
REQUEST FOR ADWSSION NO. 15: Admit that some of the lots/parcels identified on 
the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit are not encumbered by the :MF08 Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
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answering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal. Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an. Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 16: Admit that some of the lots/parcels identified on 
the Lot/Parcel Legal Descdptious Exhibit are encumbered by the MF08 Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has :made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information kno-wn or readily obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. Tue mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot'Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
~'TER.ROOATORY NO. 20: Identify each parcel on the Lot1Parcel Legal Descriptions 
Exhibit that you acknowledge is encumbered by the MF08 Mortgage. 
ANSWER: See response to Request for Ad.--nission No. 16. 
REQUEST FOR ADrvflSSION NO. 17: Admit that the MF08 Mortgage encuU1bers all of 
the lots/parcels identified on the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit, except for the following: 
Parcel 1 Parcel 105 
Parcel 14 Parcel 106 
Parcel 15 Parcel 107 
Parcel 16 Parcel109 
Parcel59 Parcel 112 
Parcel 62 Parcel 122 
Parcel 67 P.ircel 132 
Parcel8Z Parcel 133 
Parcel 83 Parcel 141 
Parcel 84 Parcel 142 
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Parcel 85 Parcel143 
Parcel 91 Parcel 164 
ParcellOl Parcel 168 
Parcel 102 Parcell69 
Parcel 103 Parcel 170 
Parcel 104 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: To the extent you denied Request No. 17, identify all facts 
and information i+pon which you base your denial of said Request(s), including, but not limited to, 
the following: 
a. Identify each lot/parcel by its parcel number, as set forth on the Lot/Parcel Legal 
Descriptions Exhibit, which you contend is not encumbered by the MF08 Mortgage; and 
b. Identify all documents which you contend support your denial of said Reque51 and your 
answer to Interrogatory No. 21. 
ANS'"WER: See response to Request for Admission No. 17. 
REQUEST FOR AD&ITSSION NO. 18: Admit that the MF08 Legal Description Exhibit 
identifies all real property encumbered by the :MF08 Mortgage. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
:information kno'\Vn_ or readily obtainable to it, and such information is ~nsufficient to enable 
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Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
answering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identif.Jing the source of j1e Lot1Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it \vas prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: To the extent you denied Request No. 18, identify all facts 
and information upon which you base your denial of said Request, including, but not limited to, the 
following; 
a. Identify all real property that is encumbered by the Iv!F08 Mortgage but not identified on 
the :MF'08 Legal Description Exhibit; 
b. Identify all real property identified on the &ff 08 Legal Description Exhibit th.at is not 
encumbered by the MFO 8 Mortgage; 
c. Identify the legal description of all real property identified in your response to 
IntenogatoryNo. 22[a.-b.]; and 
d. Identify all documents which you contend support your denial of Request No. 18 and 
your answer to Interrogatory No. 22. 
ANSWER: See response to Request for Admission No. 18. 
REQUEST FOR A.DNITSSION NO. 19: Admit that some of fae lots/parcels identified on 
the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit are not encumbered by the Redemption. Deed. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to adm:t the matter. The mortgage is a metes and bounds description and the 
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a..11swering party is not an Idaho licensed pi:ofessionaJ land surveyor. The answering pa:rty has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the sou...-i;e of the Lot/Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit, but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. 
REQlJEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 20: Admit that some of the lots/parcels identi..fied on 
the Lot!Pa:rcel Legal Descriptions Exhibit are encumbered by the Redemption Deed. 
RESPONSE: Deny. The answering party has made a reasonable inquiry concerning the 
information known or readily obtainable to it, and such information is insufficient to enable 
Defendant to admit the matter. The mortgage is a :metes and bounds description and the 
a.'18\\rering party is not an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor. The answering party has 
requested discovery from Valiant identifying the source of the Lot'Parcel Legal Description 
Exhibit. but has no indication it was prepared by an Idaho licensed professional land surveyor, 
INTERROGATORY NO. 23: Identify each parcel on the Lot/Parcel Legal Descriptions 
Exhibit that yon acknowledge is encumbered by the Redemption Deed. 
ANSWER: See response to Request for Admission No, 10. 
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DATED this /~,!: day of September, 2015. 
JMIBS, VERNON & WEEKS,P.A. 
( 
By c4.o~ f! 1i~ 
Susan P. Weeks 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and co~ct copy of the foregoing was served on the follo'-"¼ing 
persons in the manner indicated this /j~ day of November, 2015: 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
OYemight Mail 
Facsimile: 208-263-8211 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 208-489-0110 
Gary A. Finney 
FINNEY FINEY & FINJ\i""EY, PA 
120 E Lake St., Ste. 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Richard Stacey 
Jeff Sykes 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey, PLLC 
755 West Front St., Ste. 200 
Boise, ID 83702 
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Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Jeff R. Sykes, ISB #5058 
McCONNELL W AGl'IER SYKES & STACEY PLLc 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, Idaho 83 712 
Telephone: 208.489.0100 
Facsimile: 208.489.0110 
stai:ey(@;nwsslawyers.com 
svkl!S(il)m wsslm,vvers.com 
Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICLi\L DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, fNC., 
formerly known as Case No. CV-09-1810 
NATIOJ\AL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
INTERROGATORIES PROPOUNDED BY 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC UPON 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. 
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TO: Cross-Defendant VP, IN CORPORA TED and, 
its attorneys of record, JAMES, VE&.~ON & WEEKS, P.A. 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Cross-Claimant Valiant Idaho, LLC, by and 
through its attorneys of record, McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC, hereby requires the 
above-named Cross-Defendant to answer the Interrogatories ("17.terrogatories'') set forth herein. 
Pursuant to Rule 33 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, you must fully and fairly answer 
all of the questions in this set of Interrogatories, under oath, within thirty (30) days from 
service hereof. 
These Interrogatories under the law call not merely for your own present and personal 
knowledge, they also call for the knowledge, information and documents of your attorneys, 
investigators, agents and employees, and their agents and employees. 
If any Interrogatory cannot be answered in full, you are to answer to the fullest extent 
possible, specify the reason for your inability to answer the remainder of the Interrogatory, and state 
whatever information and knowledge you have concerning the unanswered portion. 
These Interrogatories are deemed continuing and your answers thereto are to be supplemented 
as additional information becomes available to you. 
In addition to any instructions and defined terms set forth herein, the Definitions and/or 
Instructions contained in Valiant's Interrogatories fNos. l-12} dated and served on or about 
January 26, 2015 and in Valiant's Interrogatories (13-23! and Requests For Admission [7-20] dated 
and served October 9, 2015 are incorporated by this reference as though set forth in full. 
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INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 24: Identify all facts and information which support your claim 
that you possess an equitable servitude or easement superior in right, title and/or interest to the 
mortgage recorded March 15, 2007, as Instrument Nos. 724829 and 724834, Records of 
Bonner County, Idaho. 
DA TED this 26th day of October 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 26th day of October 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
Bruce A. Anderson, Esq. 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Elliott & 
MacDonald, Chtd 
320 East Neider Avenue, Suite 102 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83815 
Telephone: 208.667.2900 
Facsimile: 208.667.2150 
Counsel For Jacobson, Lazar and Sa~e HoldinRS 
Gary A. Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
Counsel For JV, LLC 
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[ ✓] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ✓] Facsimile 
[ ] Overnight Majj 
[ ] Electronic Mail 
brucea@ejame.com 
[ ✓] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
r ✓] Facsimile L 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Electronic Mail 
garvfinnev{aUi nnevlav1; .net 
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Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
JeffR. Sykes, ISB #5058 
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY ?LLc 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 20 I 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone: 208.489.0100 
Facsimile: 208.489 .0110 
sracey@mwsslawyers.com 
sykes@mwssJa1,1v:yers.com 
nicholsoru@,mwsslav.,-vers.com 
Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly known as 
NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
VS. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. 
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TO: Cross-Defendant VP, INCORPOR,\ TED and, its attorneys of record, JAMES, 
VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Cross-Claimant Valiant Idaho, LLC, by and 
through its attorneys of record, McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC, hereby requires the 
above-named Cross-Defendant to respond to the following Requests For Production of Documents 
("Requests"). 
Pursuant to Rule 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, you must fully and fairly comply 
with the Requests by producing the documents for inspection and/or copying within thirty (30) days 
of service hereof at the law offices of McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC, 827 East Park 
Boulevard, Suite 201, Boise, Idaho 83712, or at such other time and place as may be mutually 
agreed upon. 
The Requests, under the law, call not merely for your own present and personal knowledge, 
they also call for the knowledge, information and documents of your attorneys, investigators, agents 
and employees, and their agents and employees. 
If any Request cannot be answered in full, you are to respond to the fullest extent possible, 
specify the reason for your inability to respond to the remainder, and state whatever information and 
knowledge you have concerning the unanswered portion. 
These Requests are deemed continuing and your response thereto is to be supplemented as 
additional information becomes available to you. 
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In addition to the instructions and defined terms set forth herein, the Definitions and/or 
Instructions contained in Valiant's Requests For Production of Documents [Nos. 1-l0j dated and 
served on or about January 26, 20 I 5 and in Valiant's Interrogatories ( 13-23 I and Requests for 
Admission (7-20] dated and served October 9, 2015 are incorporated by this reference as though set 
forth in fulL 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
REQUEST NO. 11: Produce all agreements entered into between Pend Oreille Bonner 
Development, LLC ("POBD") and Pend Oreille Bonner Development Holdings, Inc. 
C'POBD Holdings") on the one hand, and VP, Incorporated ("VP") and/or Richard Villelli on the 
other hand. 
REQUEST NO. 12: Produce all agreements entered into between North Idaho Resorts, LLC 
("NIR") on the one hand, and VP and/or Richard Villelli on the other hand. 
REQUEST NO. 13: Produce all agreements entered into between JV, L.L.C. ("JV"), 
James Berry and William Berry on the one hand, and VP and/or Richard Villelli on the other hand. 
REQUEST NO. 14: Produce all agreements entered into benveen VP and any other person 
and/or entity that are related to the Idaho Club Property in any way and/or related to the claims and 
disputes of any of the parties in this case. 
REQUEST NO. 15: Produce all documents evidencing JV's purchase from VP of any 
real property comprising all or a portion of the Idaho Club development. 
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REQCEST NO. 16: Produce all documents evidencing VP's purchase from any person or 
entity of any real property, easements or any other interest in and to any real property comprising a1I 
or a portion of the Idaho Ciub development. 
REQUEST NO. 17: Produce all documents evidencing payments made by or to VP 
pursuant to ar1y agreement produced in response to Request Nos. 15 and 16. 
REQUEST NO. 18: Produce all agreements pursuant to which VP sold any real property 
now comprising all or a portion of the Idaho Club development. 
REQUEST NO. 19: Produce all documents securing the amounts owed to VP pursuant to 
the agreements produced in response to Request No. 18, regardless of whether secured by mortgages, 
deeds of trust or other..vise. 
REQl"EST NO. 20: Produce all documents evidencing payments received by VP for the 
sale of real property subject to the agreements produced in response to Request No. 18, including, 
but not limited to, ledgers, bank statements, loan transaction reports and any other documents. 
REQUEST NO. 21: Produce all documents modifying or changing the terms of any 
agreement produced in response to Request Nos. 12, 13, 14. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20, including, 
but not limited to, mortgages, subordination agreements, mortgage modifications and deeds of trust. 
REQUEST NO. 22: Produce all documents evidencing any agreements by and between VP 
and any other party establishing, obtaining or retaining domestic water rights, sewer rights 
and/or easements in and to any real property comprising all or a portion of the Idaho Club 
development. 
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REQVEST NO. 23: Produce all communications in any way related to VP's alleged 
equitable servitude and/or prescriptive easement against all or a portion of the Idaho Club 
development. 
REQt:EST NO. 24: Produce all communications between VP, Richard Villelli and counsel 
for the same on the on the one hand, and JV, James Berry, William Berr; and/or counsel for the 
same on the other hand. 
REQUEST NO. 25: Produce all communications between VP, Richard Villelli and 
counsel for the same on the one hand, and R.E. Loans, LLC, Pensco Trust Co., 
Iviongage Fund '08 LLC, Bar K, Inc. and;or counsel for the same on the other hand. 
REQUEST NO. 26: Produce all communications or other documents in any way related to 
the claims and defenses of the parties in this case. 
REQUEST ='10. 27: Produce all communications between VP, Richard Villelli and/or 
counsel for any of the same on the one hand, and any owner of Idaho Club real property, L"lcluding 
homeowners, lot owners and/or counsel for the same. 
REQUEST NO. 28: Produce all communications between VP, Richard Villelli and/or 
counsel for the same on the one hand, and NIR and counsel for the same on the other hand. 
REQUEST NO. 29: Produce all documents evidencing any agreement between VP and JV 
wherein VP obtained and/or retained any sanitar; water rights and/or sewer rights and/or easements 
relating to the same. 
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REOl'EST NO. 30: Produce all documents evjdencing VP's notification to third parties of 
its alleged easements in and to the sanitar; water rights and sewer rights for the Idaho Club project. 
REOL'EST NO. 31: Produce all documen~s evidencing any payment VP received in 
exchange for its alleged sanitary water rights, sewer rights and/or easements. 
DA TED this 26th day of October 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 26th day of October 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
Bruce A Anderson, Esq. 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Elliott & 
MacDonald, Chtd 
320 East Neider Avenue, Suite 102 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83815 
Telephone: 208.667.2900 
Facsimile: 208.667.2150 
Counsel For Jacobson, Lazar and Sage Holdings 
Gary A Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
Counsel For J. V, LLC 
REQt:ESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
PROPOUNDED BY VALIANT IDAHO, LLC 
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[ ✓] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ✓] Facsimile 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ J Electronic Mail 
brucea(@ejame.com 
[ ✓] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ✓] Facsimile 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Electronic Mail 
garvfinney@finneylaw _net 
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D. Toby McLaughlin, Esq. 
Berg & McLaughlin 
414 Church Street, Suite 203 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.4748 
Facsimile: 208.263.7557 
Counsel For Idaho Club HOA/Panhandle lvfn½mnt 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
Counsel For VP lncorporated/J./orth Idaho Resorts 
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[ ✓] U.S. Mail 
[ J Hand Delivered 
[ ✓] Facsimile 
[ ] Overnight :'.vfail 
[ ] Electronic Mail 
tob...,-1Wsandnointlaw.com 
[ ✓] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ✓] Facsimile 
[ J Overnight Mail 
( ] Electronic Mail 
sweekSfg)j vwlaw .net 
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Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Jeff R. Sykes, ISB #5058 
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506 
McCO>TNELL WAGJ\JER SYKES & STACEY PL£,c 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone: 208.489.0 l 00 
Facsimile: 208.489.0110 
stacey(@.mwsslawvers.com 
svk~sr@.mwsslawvers.com 
ni cho lson(,v,rn wssla wyers.com 
Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST Jl.:DICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly known as 
NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
PROPOUNDED BY VALIANT IDAHO, LLC 
Case No. CV-09-1810 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
OF DOCUMENTS PROPOUNDED 
BY VALIANT IDAHO, LLC 
UPON NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC 
[NOS. 9 - 24] 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
UPON NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC [Nos. 9 - 24! - Page 1 
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TO: Cross-Defendant NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC and, its attorneys of record, 
JAMES, VERN-ON & WEEKS, P.A. 
YO{; WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Cross-Claimant Valiant Idaho, LLC, by and 
through its attorneys of record, McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC, hereby requires the 
above-named Cross-Defendant to respond to the following Requests For Production of Documents 
("Requests''). 
Pursuant to Rule 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, you must fully and fairly comply 
with the Requests by producing the documents for inspection and/or copying within thirty (30) days 
of service hereof at the law offices of McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC, 827 East Park 
Boulevard, Suite 201, Boise, Idaho 83 712, or at such other time and place as may be mutually 
agreed upon. 
The Requests, under the law, call not merely for your own present and personal knowledge, 
they also call for the knowledge, information and documents of your attorneys, investigators, agents 
and employees, and their agents and employees. 
If any Request cannot be answered in full, you are to respond to the fullest extent possible, 
specify the reason fur your inability to respond to the remainder, and state whatever information and 
knowledge you have concerning the unanswered portion. 
These Requests are deemed continuing and your response thereto is to be supplemented as 
additional information becomes available to you. 
REQUESTS FOR PRODGCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
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In addition to any instructions and defined terms set forth herein, the Definitions and/or 
Instructions contained in Valiant's Requests For Production of Documents [Nos. 1-81 dated and 
served on or about January 26, 2015 and in Valiant' s Interrogatories [ lJ-23 I and Rl!guests For 
Admission (7-20] dated and served October 9, 2015 are incorporated by this reference as though set 
forth in full. 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUI\-'IENTS 
REQUEST NO. 9: Produce all agreements entered into bet'-.veen Pend Oreille Bonner 
Development, LLC ("POBD") and Pend Oreille Bonner Development Holdings, Inc. 
("POBD Holdings") on the one hand, and North Idaho Resorts, LLC ("~1R") and/or Richard Villelli 
on the other hand. 
REQUEST NO. l 0: Produce all agreements entered into between NIR and any other person 
and/or entity that are related to the Idal10 Club Property in any way and/or related to the claims and 
disputes of any of the parties in this case. 
REQUEST NO. 11: Produce all documents evidencing N, L.L.C. 's ("N") purchase of any 
real property comprising all or a portion of the Idaho Club development from NIR. 
REQUEST NO. 12: Produce all documents evidencing NIR' s purchase of any real property 
comprising all or a portion of the Idaho Club development from any other person or entity. 
REQlJEST NO. 13: Produce all documents evidencing payments made by or to NIR 
pursuant to any purchase and sale agreement produced in response to Request Nos. 11 and 12. 
REQUEST NO. 14: Produce all agreements pursuant to which NIR sold any real property 
now comprising all or a portion of the Idaho Club development. 
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REQUEST NO. 15: Produce all documents securing the amounts owed to NIR pursuant to 
the agreements produced in response to Request No. 14, regardless of whether secured by mortgages, 
deeds of trust or othenvise. 
REOVEST NO. 16: Produce all documents evidencing payments received by ~IR for the 
sale of real property subject to the agreements produced in response to Request No. 14, including, 
but not limited to, ledgers, bank statements, loan transaction reports and any other documents. 
REQUEST NO. 17: Produce all documents modifying or changing the terms of any 
agreement produced in response to Request Nos. 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15, including, but not limited to, 
mortgages, subordination agreements, mortgage modifications and deeds of trust. 
REQUEST NO. 18: Produce all documents evidencing any agreements by and between NIR 
and VP, Incorporated ("\rp") and/or Richard Villelli arising out of or related to the Idaho Club 
development. 
REQUEST NO. 19: Produce all communications between NIR and/or its counsel on the one 
hand and VP and/or its counsel on the other hand. 
REQUEST NO. 20: Produce all communications between NIR, Richard Villelli and counsel 
for the same on the on the one hand, and JV. James Berry, William Berry an.d/or counsel for the 
same on the other hand. 
REQUEST NO. 21: Produce all communications between NIR, Richard Villelii and 
counsel for the same on the one hand, and R.E. Loans, LLC, Pensco Trust Co., 
Mortgage Fund '08 LLC, Bar K, Inc. and/or counsel for the same on the other hand. 
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- -----------------------------. 
REQ(JEST NO. 22: Produce all communications or other documents in any way related to 
the claims and defenses of the parties in this case. 
REQt;EST NO. 23: Produce all communications between NIR, Richard Villelli and/or 
counsel for any of the same on the one hand, and any owner ofidaho Club real properrJ, including 
homeowners, lot owners and/or counsel for the same. 
REQUEST NO. 24: Produce all docwnents evidencing any agreement between VP and NLR 
wherein VP obtained and/ or retained any sanitary water and/ or sewer rights and/ or easements relating 
to the same. 
DATED this 26th day of October 2015. 
McCOl\1,,TELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY PLLc 
BY: 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
PROPOUNDED BY V ALL\NT IDAHO, LLC 
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Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 26th day of October 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
Bruce A. Anderson, Esq. 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Elliott & 
MacDonald, Chtd 
320 East Neider A venue, Suite 102 
Coeurd' Alene, Idaho 83815 
Telephone: 208.667.2900 
Facsimile: 208.667.2150 
Counsel For Jacobson, Lazar and Sa e Ho/din s 
Gary A. Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 3 1 7 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
Counsel For J. V., LLC 
D. Toby McLaughlin, Esq. 
Berg & McLaughlin 
414 Church Street, Suite 203 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.4748 
Facsimile: 208.263.7557 
Counsel For Idaho Club HOA/Panhandle Afnzmnt 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
Facsimile: 208 .664.1684 
Counsel For VP Inca orated/North Idaho Resorts 
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[ ] Electronic Mail 
sweeks(cv,j vw!aw .net 
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Rick Stacey 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Rick Stacey 
Tuesday, December 01, 2015 4:14 PM 
'Finney law·; 'Susan Weeks' 
FW: Stip-PO 
Gary/Susan. Please see the attached draft protective order and let me know if you have any proposed changes. 
Susan. We faxed our discovery responses to your office yesterday afternoon. However, as yet, l have not received any 
responses or documents responsive to my discovery requests from your office. Please advise when l can expect your 
responses. 
WE HAVE MOVED. SEE MY E-MAIL SIGNATURE FOR OUR NEW ADDRESS. 
RICK L. STACEY 
Attorney at Law 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES+ STACEY, PLLC 
827 E. Park Blvd., Ste. 201 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Office: 208.489.0100 
Email: stacey@mwsslawyers.com 
Website: mwsslawyers.com 
PLEASE NOTE THAT MY EMAIL ADDRESS CHANGED EFFECTJVE 
OCTOBER 1. 2014. 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message from the law firm of McConnell Wagner Sykes + Stacey, PLLC is intended 
only for named recipients. It contains information that may be confidential, attorney client privileged, attorney work 
product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message in error, are not 
a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named recipient, be 
advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents is 
strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately at 208.489.0100 if you have received this message in error, and delete 
the message. 
From: Pamela Lemieux 
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2015 3:47 PM 
To: Rick Stacey <stacey@mwsslawyers.com> 
Subject: Stip-PO 
S ti i:> Protective S tip- Protective 
Order 15120lci.. Order 151201.p ... 
1 
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Pamela A. Lemieux 
Legal Secretary 
McConnell Wagner Sykes + Stacey PLLC 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
T: 208.489.0100 
F: 208.489.0110 
E: lemieux@mwsslawyers.com 
http://www.mwsslawyers.com 
PLEASE NOTE THATOURADDRE_SS HAS 
CHANGED EFFECTIVE JUNE 8, 2015 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments may contain confidential or privileged information. If you are not 
the intended recipient, you are not authorized to use or distribute any information included in this email or its attachments. If 
you receive this email in error, please delete it from your system and contact the sender. 
2 
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Rick Stacey 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Rick Stacey 
Wednesday, December 09. 2015 5:42 PM 
sweeks@jvwlaw.net 
VP Discover; Responses 
Susan. Your client's discovery responses were due on November 27, 2015. Pursuant to our agreement, this deadline 
was extended until November 30, 2015. We still have not received these responses. Please let me know asap when you 
are going to serve them. Thanks. 
WE HAVE MOVED. SEE MY E-MAIL SIGNATURE FOR OUR NEW ADDRESS. 
RICK L. ST ACEY 
Attorney at Law 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES+ STACEY, PLLC 
827 E. Park Blvd., Ste. 201 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Office: 208.489.0100 
Email: ~tacey@mwsslawyers.com 
Website: mwsslawyers.com 
PLEASE NOTE THAT MY EMAIL ADDRESS CHANGED EFFECTIVE 
OCTOBER 1, 2014. 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message from the law firm of McConnell Wagner Sykes+ Stacey, PLLC is intended 
only for named recipients. It contains information that may be confidential, attorney client privileged, attorney work 
product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message in error, are not 
a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named recipient, be 
advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents is 
strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately at 208.489.0100 if you have received this message in error, and delete 
the message. 
1 EXHIBIT P 
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GARY A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
C-~ 
-~-...... ,. 
; ' ·, J l V 
.-
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 1356 
. -·- -~-~; .. 
. "' ..,.,,~ 
,---._. -
-----"~ 
- ·\-' ·--· 
.... - . ,,,,,; 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly known as National Golf 
Builders, Inc., a Nevada 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada 
limited liability company; R.E. 
LOANS, LLC, a California 
l.imited l.iability company; DAN 
S. JACOBSON, an individual, 
SAGE HOLDINGS LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; 
STEVEN G. LAZAR, an individual; 
PENSCO TRUST CO. CUSTODIAN FBO 
BARNEY NG; MORTGAGE FUND ' 08 
LLC, a Delaware limited 
l.iability company; VP, 
INCORPORATED, an Idaho 
corporation; JV L.L.C., an 
Idaho l.imited liability 
company; WELLS FARGO FOOTHILL, 
LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; INTERSTATE 
CONCRETE AND ASPHALT COMPANY, 
) Case No. CV-2009-1810 
) 
) JV L.L.C.'S AMENDED 
) EXHIBIT LIST AND 
) DOCUMENTS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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an Idaho corporation; T-0 
ENGINEERS, INC., fka Toothman-
Orton Engineering Company, an 
Idaho corporation; PUCCI 
CONSTRUCTION INC., an Idaho 
corporation; ACI NORTHWEST, 
INC., an Idaho corporation; 
LUMBERMENS, INC., dba ProBuild, 
a Washington corporation; 
ROBERT PLASTER dba Cedar Etc; 
NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability 
company; R. C. WORST & COMPANY, 
INC., an Idaho corporation; 
DOES 1 through X, 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIMS, 
CROSS-CLAIMS, AND THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINTS 
GENESIS GOLF BUIDLERS, INC., 
formerly known as NATIONAL GOLF 
BUILDERS, INC., a Nevada 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada 
limited liability company; et 
al, 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIMS, 
CROSS-CLAIMS, AND THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINTS 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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) 
Third Party ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
PEND ORIELLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT ) 
HOLIDNGS , INC . , a Nevada ) 
corporation ; BAR K, INC . , a ) 
California corporation; ) 
TIMBERLINE INVESTMENTS LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability ) 
company; AMY KORENGUT, a ) 
married woman; BLT REAL ESTATE, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; INDEPENDENT MORTGAGE ) 
LTD. CO., an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; PANHANDLE ) 
MANAGEMENT INCORPORATED, an ) 
Idaho corporation; FREDERICK J. ) 
GRANT, an individual' CRISTINE ) 
GRANT, an individual; RUSS ) 
CAPITAL GROUP, LLC, an Arizona ) 
limited liability company; ) 
MOUNTINA WEST BANK, a division ) 
of GLACIER BANK, a Montana ) 
corporation; FIRST AMERICAN ) 
TITLE COMPANY, a California ) 
corporation; NETTA SOURCE LLC, ) 
a Missouri limited liability ) 
company; MONTAHENO INVESTMENTS, ) 
LLC, a Nevada limited liability ) 
company; CHARLES W. REEVES and ) 
ANN B. REEVES, husband and ) 
wife; and C.E. KRAMER CRANE & ) 
CONTRACTING, INC . , an Idaho ) 
corporation, ) 
) 
Third Party ) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
) 
JV L.L.C., an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
) 
Defendant and ) 
Cross-Claimant against all of ) 
JV L.L.C.'S AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST AND DOCUMENTS - 3 
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the Defendants and ) 
Third Party Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. } 
} 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; ) 
V . P . , INC . , an Idaho ) 
corporation; RICHARD A. ) 
VILLELLI, a married man; MARIE ) 
VICTORIA VILLELLI, a married ) 
woman; VILLELLI ENTERPRISES' ) 
INC., a California corporation; ) 
RICHARD A. VILLELLI, as TRUSTEE ) 
OF THE RICHARD ANTHONY VILLELLI ) 
AND MARIE VICTORIA VILLELLI ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; THE IDAHO CLUB ) 
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., ) 
an Idaho corporation; the ) 
entity named in Attorney Toby ) 
McLaughlin's Notice of Unpaid ) 
Assessment as PANHANDLE ) 
MANAGEMENT, INCORPORATED, an ) 
Idaho corporation; and HOLMBERG ) 
HOLDINGS, LLC, a California ) 
limited liability company, ) 
} 
Third Party ) 
Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW JV L.L.C., by and through counsel, GARY A. 
FINNEY, Finney Finney & Finney, P.A., and submits as follows: 
JV L.L.C.'S DOCUMENTS AND EXHIBITS 
A. Secured Promissory Note, October 20, 1995, original 
sum $2,264,500.00 to JV, LLC from V.P., Richard 
Villelli, Villelli Enterprises, Villelli Trust (all as 
makers) 
B. Mortgage recorded October 24, 1995, Instrument No. 
474746 (V.P. Inc, Mortgagor; JV, LLC, Mortgagee) 
C. Panhandle Escrow No. 2067429, Ledger of Payments & 
Unpaid Balance 
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D. Third Amended and Restated Real Property Purchase and 
Sale Agreement, January 6, 2005, North Idaho 
Resorts/MDGM 
E. Third Amendment to Indebtedness and to Real Estate 
Security and Subordination Agreement as recorded June 
24, 2008, Instrument No. 753907 
F. Deposition of Chuck Reeves on 08/19/13 in BC Case No. 
CV-2011-0135 
G. Findings of District Judge Griffin in BC Case No. CV-
2011-0135 
H. Seller's Closing Statement HUD-1 of 06/14/2006 
I. Borrower's Closing Statement of 7/31/2008 
J. Borrower's Final Settlement Statement of 08/06/2008 
K. Notice of Redemption dated July 1, 2014, JV to BC Tax 
Collector 
L. Redemption Deed, dated _July 2, 2014, recorded July 7, 
2014 as Instrument No. 861430 & re-recorded _August 
22, 2014 as Instrument No. 863295 
M. Bonner County Treasurer's Map showing real estate 
redeemed JV, and remainder of land redeemed by Valiant 
N. Redemption Deed, dated _July 7, 2014, recorded July 8, 
2014 as Instrument No. 861460 & re-recorded _August 
22, 2014 as Instrument No. 863298 
0. Buyer/Borrower Statement (POBD/NIR), dated June 13, 
2006 
P. Bar-K 8-28-07 Spreadsheet 
Q. Satisfaction of Mortgage Security Agreement and 
Fixture Filing, recorded August 6, 2008 as Instrument 
No. 756408 
R. October 5, 2009 Letter to Adjusters International 
S. Photocopy of Greenspan Adjusters International, Inc. 
Check No. 1238 
T. Kathy Groenhout November 2, 2009 e-mail 
U. Kathy Groenhout October 27, 2009 e-mail 
V. R.E. Loan's Satisfaction of Mortgage recorded June 8, 
2007, Instrument No. 730445 
* In addition to the foregoing, JV will use and introduce at 
trial Valiant's Exhibits 1 through 19 and Valiant's Exhibits 
A through J from Valiant's Motion for Summary Judgment of 
1/16/2015 and as attached to the purporting Affidavit of 
Charles Reeves November 12, 2014 support therefore, all of 
which are file with the Court and all parties already have 
copies. 
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A copy of all of these Exhibits and Documents JV's A - N have 
previously been served on counsel for the parties and a copy 
delivered to the Court. The JV Exhibits O - V are now served 
upon the parties and a copy to the Court. The Court's EXHIBIT 
"COPIES" are being hand delivered to the Court and the originals 
will be brought to Trial. 
DATED this -,-._~ of December, 2015. :a: x y 
V 
''} . /,,,,.. 
./'/2. ~J// 
.,;-·· /;f/(J-1_ '-< 
-- - . 
GARY A. FINNEY 
Attorney for JV L.L.C. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was served as 
indicated, by first-l class mail, postage prepaid, or by hand 
..,-- ,.,....,,_f'-t'' 
delivery, this -:;::;u7 day of December, 2015, and was addressed 
as follows: 
Richard Stacey/Jeff Sykes 
MCCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY PLLC 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, ID 83712 
[Attorney for R.E. LOANS, LLC & VALIANT IDAHO LLC] 
Susan Weeks 
Steven C. Wetzel 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P . A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
[Attorney for NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC, V.P. INC, & FOR 
JV' S THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS] 
The Honorable Barbara Buchanan 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
VIA HAND DELIVERY 
Judge's Chambers 
By: 
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DEFENDANT JV, LLC'S AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST 
CASE NO: CV-09-1810 PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL: 
DATE: December 22, 2015 DEFENDANT JV,LLC's COUNSEL: Gary A. Finney 
PLAINTIFFS: 
DEFENDANTS: 
s p D 
T L E 
A A F 
T I E 
E N N 
T D 
I A 
F N 
F T 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
~ 
' 
F 
G 
I 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT, LLC, et al. 
DESCRIPTION 
Secured Promissory Note, October 
20, 1995, original sum 
$2,264,500.00 to JV, LLC from 
V.P., Richard Villelli, Villelli 
Enterprises, Villelli Trust (all 
as makers) 
Mortgage recorded October 24, 
1995, Instrument No. 474746 (V.P. 
Inc, Mortgagor; JV, LLC, 
Mortgagee) 
Panhandle Escrow No. 2067429, 
Ledger of Payments & Unpaid 
Balance 
Third Amended and Restated Real 
Property Purchase and Sale 
Agreement, January 6, 2005, North 
Idaho Resorts/MDG!-1 
Third Amendment to Indebtedness 
and to Real Estate Security and 
Subordination Agreement as 
recorded June 24, 2008, 
Instrument No. 753907 
Deposition of Chuck Reeves on 
8/19/13 in BC Case No. CV-2011-
0135 
Findings of District Judge 
Griffin in BC Case No. CV-2011-
0135 
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I Sell.er' s Closing Statement HUD-1 
. of 06/14/2006 
I 
! Borrower' s Closing I 7/31/2008 Statement of 
I Borrower's Final Settlement 
/ Statement of 08/06/2008 
! Notice of Redemption dated July 
I 1, 2014, JV to BC Tax Collector 
Redemption Deed, dated _July 2, 
2014, recorded July 7, 2014 as 
Instrument No. 861430 & re-
recorded _August 22, 2014 as 
Instrument No. 863295 
Bonner County Treasurer's Map 
showing real estate redeemed JV, 
and remainder of land redeemed by 
Valiant 
Redemption Deed, dated _July 7, 
2014, recorded July 8, 2014 as 
Instrument No. 861460 & re-
recorded _August 22, 2014 as 
Instrument No. 863298 
Buyer/Borrower Statement 
( POBD /NIR) , dated June 13, 2006 
Bar-K 8-28-07 Spreadsheet 
I Satisfaction of Mortgage Security 
1 Agreement and Fixture Filing, 
: 
recorded August 6, 2008 as 
Instrument No. 756408 
October 5, 2009 Letter to 
Adjusters International 
:Photocopy of Greenspan Adjusters 
International, Inc. Check No. 
1238 
Kathy Groenhout November 2, 2009 
e-mail 
Kathy Groer.hout October 27, 2009 
e-mail 
R.E. Loan's Satisfaction of 
Mortgage recorded June 8, 2007, 
Instrument No. 730445 
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~------S_a_n_d=p_o_in_t_T_itl_e_fu_s_ur_an_c_e_, _ln_c. 
BLYER/BOR...~O'-1/ER STATEMENT 
Esth"nated 
Escrow Number: 41847-NA 
Esera"' 0 fficer: Nancy A,banese 
Buyert'Borr-owcr: Pend OreiI:e Bonner .iJ:evelopment Holdings :Uc. 
Seller: North Idaho Resorts LLC 
Property: Hidden Lakes Ga:£ Course, 15: Clubhouse Way, Sllildpoint, ID 83864 
Owner's P=nimzlfor 15 .no 000.00: Sanmwnr Title Insunncc. Inc. 
T 
- -- P=n.ium .tor W.500 000.00: Sarumoint ru1e msimmce. Ine. 
a..r. 100 116: ' . 'l'Ytlo~--- Inc. 
.. 
-
.. P=- l'ftle l'Dsurance. fru: . 
B,..-.,,..,fina fees: ~ . n&'-·--rne. 
ESCROW CHARGES TO: Sandnotnt Title In.suran.,,. me. 
EiicrowFee 
CourierFeo 
LENDER CHARGES 
New tD Bar-K. ln,;:.: 
Hald For Coostmction: Bar-K Inc. 
Oriotru.tinn Fee: Bar-K. &le. 
r---~-- Fee: Bar-Kinc. 
;>..:rr,rn,,,v Pees:: Bar-K. fuc. 
LOA."'f l'A.YOF'F! J.V. LLC 
Ic.terest 4115 To 6/1 
Toial toanPa.votl' 
BALANCE DUE TO ESCROW 
TOTALS 
Pend Oreille Bonner Development Holdings t (Q) [p w 
By: 
--------------------Chip L. Bowlby, P,esident 
By: ~9r:R~ 
Chmles W. Reeves, President 
Title Order Number: 41847-NA 
Date: 06/1312006 - &:55:54P...M 
Closing Date; 06/14{2006 
2,565000.00 
su'.s33.34 
I 13,515.0( 
21159.0I 
500.0I 
5,000.04 
r 
! 20.SOO 000.00 
11.4-0o ooo.rn 
355.000.0C 
6,500.0I 
21.500.00 
; 
38,311.68 
38,31[.61 
l 4100.495.16 
27.697,721.3!{ 27,697,721.39 
; O!FENDANT'S rr 
T'hf~ -ic: ·JnlTT ?:stimated Closing Staten1ont 
• IK/7\ 
Date 
S/18'2000 
5/19/2006 advance 
11/9/2006 paydown 
paydown 
paydQwn 
advar.ce 
J)IIYdowll 
paydown 
paydown 
liC!Vance 
paycawn 
paydown 
paydown 
paydown 
3/1612.007 
3116/2007 Advar,ce 
5% 
S/1 G/21J1l7 Payaown 
3/15/2007 Paydown 
311e/20ff7 ACMW:e 
4/9/2007Payd0Wrl 
41181Z007 Advance 
(!;;,006,588.44j 
6/S/20'11 Paydown l:iOPPer 
511/20Crl ~ Feehan 
¥1J20W Pll)'down SIIIIIYan Hemes 
5/10/2IJ07 Pa,,down i3cW 
5/1'8J2007 P~ Waahfagton 
5/16121J07 Paydown SUlll¥an Homw 
5/2112t!07 P4)'down Balle 
5/21f%007Advanc:e 
61Z312007 Paydown Madi 
~
F>ayd0v,Tt 
5131/197.5 Paydewn 
5131/2lltf1 Adll8nce 
~1/21JUT ~ June 1 fntetnt 
8/1612007 Paydown Reeves 
6/1512007 Ad\1'8flCe 
7117/2007 Advanc& 
7/17/2007 Advanc& rntereet7-1-07 
7f20f2007 ?&ydOWr. Hagen 
7/30f2007 Advarlca Draw 10 
8J9/2007 Advance Interest s-1-01 
a/17a«J7 ~ Quill 
8123/2.001 Paydown Shea 
5123/2007 PaydoWn Shea 
812312(J<rl Payoown Shea 
6/2:Tf2fJ07 Paydown ToddSutffvan {pers) 
-
Bar-K 
6-26-07 
LOAN 6ALANCE: Advance 
20,500,000.00 
(8.100,000,00) 9, f00,000.00 
(278,587.50) 
(722,712.50) 
(708,582.50) 
(478,176.97} 
10,633, ... 11.5& 
869..7& 
(22,975.35) 
{51,256.00) 
{73,950.00} 
10,686,100.00 
21,200.000.00 
(8,100,000.00) 
(1,62.13,095.48} 
(2,078,812.SO} 
(407,880.18) 
{263,157.59} 
(603,947.37) 
(82,2Q1.1B) 
(121,052.63) 
(ft0.~20.32) 
!3,208,236.18 
(4,620.044.54) 
{82,021.01) 
0,00 
(4,335,053.24) 
(109,162.95) 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
IMO 
88,411.47 
(512,762.50} 
(472,387.50) 
(200,000.00) 
47$,176.97 
(204.000.00) 
(153,000.00) 
(310,887.50) 
(153,000.00) 
5,952,SBS.44 
(1369.79) 
22,975.U 
51,253.00 
73,B&!.00 
6,100,000.00 
15,100,000.00 
(13&,000.00) 
{100,000.00~ 
1,628,096.48 
(1331.125.00} 
2,078,812.80 
(240,975.00) 
(332,775.00) 
(176.5011.00) 
(309.825.00} 
(-455, 175.00) 
(157,000.00} 
(344,260.00) 
40T,ae(l.18 
(266,575.00) 
203,157.89 
(573,750.00} 
50$,947:st 
32,291.16 
(115,000.00} 
121,052.03 
710.~.32 
8,102,513.82 
4,820,0,44.54 
82,021.01 
(212,500.00) 
4,335,058.24 
109,182.95 
(229.SOQ,OO) 
~
(2U,2fS.OO) 
(215, 115.00, 
(140,260.00) 
~---, 
l. ~/ 15,9112,905.56 
(21,140,045.58) 
Draw Balance 
19,475,000.00 
(S, 100,000.00) 
9,636,740.98 
21,200,000.00 
(6,100,000.00) 
(755,000.00) 
{1,544,Yv0.71) 
(1,974,1172.18) 
I 
(387,486.17) 
(250,000.00} 
(573,1&0.00) 
(78,1~.50} 
(6,100,000,00) 
(6,855,000.00) 
(115,000.00) ~ New I.cal dra.11,$ 
(6'7S,OOO.DO) (.\S.ii91.Zlll>.OO) Newloanpaydawna 
8, 102.513..112 
8,744,1124.3& 
(4,315,"2.31) 
(77,J19.86) 
(4,118,300.58) 
(103,704.80} 
' j\/$ 
~~~~~ 
8/29/2007 
10:04AM 
C,,v ~JcOCf - J<?t 04214 
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SATISFACTION OF'MORTGAGE D"" 1 
SECURITY AGREEMENT AND FIXTURE FILINGJ«NEtt~~~-f~?RiboR0ER 
The undersigned, ~.E. Loans, LLC., a California iimlted ·Uability compan~s theOEP.UiY 
legal owner and holder of the" Mortgage for the total sum of $8,000,000.00, and all other 
indebtedness secured by_ ·fvk>rtgage dated March 19, 2004, executed by Villelli 
Enterprises, Inc., a California Corporation, VP, Incorporated, and Idaho Corporation, 
and Pend Oreille Limited Partnership (aka in -California _as- Pend-Oreille, Ltd.), a 
California limited partnership, to R.E. Loans, LLC, a California limited !lability company, 
recorded March 24, 2004, as Instrument No.; 846455, in the records of Bonner County, 
Idaho. 
I hereby certify that all of.the property des~bed in said Mortgage, together with 
the debt thereby secured, is fully paid, satisfied and discharged. 
. z.<- fl-9 Dated this--~-- day of June, 2008. 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF ~1e.A Ct:S1:A:: 
: ss 
) 
~o . On this z;~ day ot ne. 2008, ~fore me, a Notary Public, personally 
appeared .. 1::U ·. • known' or identified ·to me, to be the 
manager or. a mem~· · · tad ltabHlty-companythat executed the instrument or 
the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 'limited liability company and 
acknowled to me that such fimited llabfllty company executed the same .. 
No ublic of California 
Residi~g ~·t: 2,t, "· U.fA '£'~~ a~t1::- I Ut~~r~ I CA--
Comm1ss1on Expires: ~A-~ z 1 2"'" 
ia· ::::~~£.:.- i f ' Nofcuy P\Jblle · Callfomla f 
Contra Colla C<luntv -
~---~ - - . ,.- '5· ;··r 
Date: October 5, 2009 
Adjusters International 
305 E Pine St 
S~attle, Washington 98122 
R"-' Rre Loss on: 12/22/2008 
Insured Name: The Idaho Club Mgmt. 
Loss Location: 151 Clubhouse Way, Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Gentlemen: 
This letter authorizes Adjusters International to deposit Safeco insurance Companies Insurance 
Check No. 92258874, dated September 1, 2009, in the amount of $1,205,908.81 into Drew 
Defaloye Lucurelf Attorney at Law IOLTA Trust Account with The Commerce Bank of 
Washington. 
When the check clears the account, Adjusters International is hereby authorized to issue the 
following checks, payable to: 
Adjusters International $57,280.67 
Bar-K; Pensco Trust $1,000,000.00 
The Idaho Club Mgmt. $148,628.14 
Tota!: $1,205,908.81 
=====~========= 
With reference to this Trust Account deposit, the undersigned insured agrees to hold harmless 
Adjusters International. and Drew D. Lucurell, and its employees and agents, from any costs or 
liabilities which may arise from the insolvency, neglect, misconduct or default of The Commerce 
Bani< of Washington. 
Signed: Date: ______ _ 
(Bar-K) 
Signed: Date: ______ _ 
(Pensco Trust) 
Signed: 
(The !daho Club Mgmt.) 
Date: _/._t?_47_1o/.,.....· _ 
~
. ·-· a&fflL' , 
~. IU''I--,. 
,~ 
l 
GREENSPAN AQJUSTERS INTERNATI.ONAL, fN.C. 
CUBCr TRUST ACCOUNT 
~ OVSTeR POINT at.VD. $.l'E. 5HJ 
soutH ~ PfW,ICISCO, c~ 94080 
~v:.S 
J 
I 
CY- -XC9 -1~f317 
1.2 38· 
Kathy Groenhout 
From: Kathy Groenhout 
Sent: Monday, November 02, 2009 9:59 AM 
To~ 'Vincent Hua' 
Cc: Chuck Reeves 
Subject: FW: insurance money 
HI Vincent, 
s-~~ Ei.fu!nT :;;· ----
Page 1 of l 
Please see the note below I sent last week . ! do not believe J received the pay down schedule from you 
regarding our $1,000,000 payment on the 27 th of October. Would you please fax it again. 
Thanks and have a great week. 
Kathy Groenhout 
The Idaho Club 
208-255-4079 ph 
208-255-4183 fax 
kgroenhout@TheldahoClub.com 
. ... -.-l!ftlft~'S 
,~·-. 
From: Kathy Groennout 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2009 8:40 AM 
To: Vincent Hua' 
Subject: insurance money 
Hi Vincent, 
You should be receiving insurance claim money of $1,OCO,000 either today or tomorrow. Would you 
please send me our spreadsheet after it is posted so I k.iow how you bocked the payment? Chuck is 
anxious to have it booked today or tomorrow. Thanks so rnucn and hope you are havlr.g a great week .... 
We had snow yesterday .... I'm not ready for winter ..... 
Kathy 
Kathy Grcenhout 
The Idaho Club 
208-255-4079 ph 
208-255-4183 fax 
kgroenhout@TheldahoCiub.com 
11/2/2009 
Jvs 
Cv--;}Ooq-1i104219 
i 
I 
_, 
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' 
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SATISFACTIO~ OF MORTGAGE 
:'.;(SC::,-..3.C.Ei::, ::m,I ::OCS l:!:>!ly :lli!llart:e one ;;ire,;! :lit ttit1 ,::,;untv i'-'.uDte.r ~ dlil ,2:Li:aciioll c:0=:o:'. 
fN ~"ESS -~~OF ,I hls~!: ~!o;uc 5tl :::y Iiand(st mt! J!J8l(.;j iliiS l_ .by uf .Ttw¼ ?tlfi':! .. 
~ DEFENDANT'S 
~22;'8" 
I 
12/22/2015 16:22 
Susan P. Weeks~ ISB No. 4255 
JAMES, VERNON & Vi'EEKS, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Altjie, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: !(208) 667-0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
sweeks@j-Nvlaw.net I 
i 
JVW 
Attorneys for Defendants North Idaho Resorts, LLC and VP, Incorporated 
IN THE DIS1RICT COL1RT OF TIIE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIB COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., formerly 
known as NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, 
INC., a Neiada corporatio~ 
: Plainti~ 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND TIIIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN 
Case No. CV-2009-01810 
VP IN"C'S AND NORTH IDAHO 
RESORTS. LLC'S RESPONSE TO 
V ALIANT'S MOTION IN LI.MINE 
PAGE 01/12 
North Idaho Resort~ LLC (4'NIR") and VP, Inc. ("VP'') hereby files their response to 
Valiant I~o, LLC's ("Valianf1 Motion in Limine as follows. 
North Idajlg Resorts 
Valiant field a Motion in Limine against NIR.. This Court previously issued summary 
judgment against NIR finding it had no vendor's lien based upon the ruling issued by Judge 
Griffin in Union Bankv. Pend Oreille Bonner Development, et al., Bonner County Case No. CV 
VP INC'S AND NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC'S RESPONSE TO VALI.Ai"\JTS MOTION 
IN LThllNEr 1 4221 
12122/2015 16:22 JVW PAGE 02/12 
2011-0135.l Based upon this ruling, NIR has no ability to participate in the upcoming trial amd 
there would be no grmmds for issuing a motion in limine against it. 
VP, Inc. 
A. The Motion was Untimely 
Valiant's Motion in Limine is untimely. In its order issued September 3, 2015, this Court 
designated December 23, 2015, as the final date for hearing motions in limine. Thus, the motion 
in limine is untimely and should not be considered by the Court. 
i 
Valiant also failed to comply with I.R.C.P. 7(b )(3)(B) when it filed its motion in lfrnine. 
This rule requires when a motion is supported by a.:ffidavi~ the affidavits shall be served with 
the motion. ·Valiant' s certificate of service indicated the motion, memorandum, and supporting 
affidavit were served by fax and sent by U.S. mail on December 15, 2015. The certificate is not 
accurate. Valiant faxed its motion, memorandum and the affidavj.t of Richard Stacey to the 
parties on December 15, 2015. However, the Stacey affidavit that was served on Decemper 15, 
2015, was incomplete. As reflected in the cover sheet of the fax transmission sheet, the affidavit· 
was sent sans (without) the e~bits. The exhibits were mailed on December 15, 2015. 
T!lel'efore, the s-..:1pporting affidavit was not served 14 days before hearing as required by the rule 
and should be disregarded by the Court. I 
1 VP is mindful of the Court• s admonition at the last round of hearings not to file motions to 
strike actjompanied by a motion to shorten time with respect to issues arising from opposing 
party motions. Therefore, a separate motion to strike, scheduled at a different time than the 
motion irl Iimine, will be filed. 
VP INC'S AND NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC'S RESPONSE TO V ALIANT'S MOTION 
m LIMINE: 2 4222 
12/22/2015 16:22 20855: ~41 JVW PAGE 03/12 
! 
' B. Valiant is required to prove its case at trial 
Valiant has requested that the Court rule in limine that there is only one remaining issue 
for trial: whether the R.E. Loans loan and/or the Pensco loan were satisfied. Valiant claims all 
other issueJ have been resolved in swnmary judgment proceedings. This statement is inaccurate. 
The. Court has granted summary judgment against NIR. holding it had no interest to 
foreclose based upon the holding by Judge Griffin in another case. It has granted partial 
summary judgment upon the properties covered by each mortgage. It has granted judgment upon 
. 
the other aIJ;egations contained in Valiant Idaho's cross-claim, counterclaim and third party 
i 
complaint ftled August 21, 2014. Valiant must prove its remaining claims at trial 
In its Counterclaim, Cross-claim and Third Party Complaint for Judicial Foreclosure, 
Valiant sought a declaration that the 2007 RE. Loans mortgage was a valid and existing 
mortgage lien in the amount of $708,000 plus additional accrued interest, unpaid loan fees and 
late fees; a declaration that the Pensco mortgage was a valid and existing mortgage lien in the 
amount of$6>800i000 plus additional accrued interest, unpaid loan fees and late fees; a 
' declaration that the MF08 Agreement was a valid existing mortgage in the sum of not less th.an 
$4,000,000 plus additional accrued interest, unpaid loan fees and late fees until paid; that the 
:redemption !deed be declared a valid and existing lien in the amount of $1,665,055; and each of 
Defendants be declared to hold inferior lien rights. 
At trial, Valiant has the burden of proving the allegations of its complaints. It may not 
avoid such f°°fby claiming the Court has sifted through evidence on summary judgment 
j 
proceedingsj and based on the information gleaned from the affidavit only has two issues 
remaining: µ' the R.E. Loans loan and the Pensco loan loans were satisfied. Valiant must prove 
! 
its aJlegati~ pursuant to LC. §§6-101. It must prove the debt, the mortgage, the amounts due 
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i 
on the mortgages. It mu.st still prove the loans. the amount owed on each loan, the redemption 
made, the Jarcy- that redeemed validity and amount of the 2007 RE. Loans mortgage, the validity 
and amounr of Pensco Loan; the validity and amount of the MF08 loan. and the party that 
redeemed the tax deed and the amount to be added to that party's mortgage pursuant to I.C. § 6-
101. Reg~ding the redemption, it must prove the elements ofl.C. § 63-1007: (1) the issuance 
of a tax deed, redemption by a party in interest (or record owner); and the amount paid. Valiant 
may not avoid its burden of proof at trial by claiming that affidavits and evidence presented in 
support of a motion for summary judgment which was denied addressed these elements of its 
claim. It must come forward with evidence at trial. 
C. Preclusion of Evidence at Trial 
Valiant requests a mling in limine limiting the introduction of evidence at trial to only 
' 
such evidente as was provided in response to discovery. It would be inappropriate to issue such. 
an overly br~ad order. Documents provided in discovery are responsive to the discovery 
requests rec7ived. If a party does not request certain documents in discovery. the opposing party 
is not prohibited from introducing such documents at trial. Preclusion of evidence. requested and 
not provi~ in discovery is more appropriate. 
j D. VP's Expert should not be Precluded from Testifying 
A. VP's Expert Witness Disclosure Complies with IRCP 26(b)(4)(A) and this 
Court's Orc~er Setting Trial and Pretrial Order 
' ! < 
Requirements for expert witness disclosure in Idaho are set forth in Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 2~(bX4)(A). That rule lists six areas that must be disclosed with regard to an expert 
witness: 
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1. a complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the basis and reasons 
therefore; 
2. the data or other information considered by the witness in forming the opb1ions; 
3. any exln1>its to be U5Cd as a summary of or support for the opinions; 
4. any qualifications of the witness. includini a list of all publications authored by 
the witness within the preceding ten years; 
5. the compensation to be paid for the testimony; and 
6. a listing of any other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial 
or by deposition within the preceding four years. 
I.RC.P. 26(bX4XAXl)(i). 
Expert testimony is testimony based on "scientific, t.echnical, or other specialized 
knowledge [that] will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a· fact in 
issue." IRE 702. 0 'The function of the expert is to provide testimony on subjects that are beyond 
the common sense, experience and education of the average juror." State v. Tankovich, 155 
Idaho 221,227, 307 P.3d 1247~ 1253 (Ct. App. 2013) (emphasis added). An expert's testimony 
is inadmissible if it merely "draws conclusions or opinions that the average juror is qualified to 
draw:• Id. (emphasis added). However, expert testimony is not inadmissible if it relates to 
subjects within the common sense, experience and education of the judge acting as trier of fact in 
a court trial. 2 
VP bas provided Valiant with its Expert Witness Disclosure (November 27, 2015) and 
SupplemenJI Expert Witness Disclosure (December 4, 2015), collectively referred to as "VP's 
Disclosure" unless otherwise specified. Valiant has not alleged any deficiencies in VP's 
Disclosure with requirements 4, 5, or 6, but has alleged deficiencies in the first three 
requirements. VP will address each of the first three requirements for expert witness disclosure. 
I 
2 Although possibly inadvertent, Valiant"s quotation and citation to the Tankovich case 
~ the case law on this point. Valiant changes these quotations to include "trier of 
fact," altlkugh the cited case law and supporting case law is specific to jury trials and jurors 
acting as triers of fact. 
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1. 1 VP's Disclosure Provides a Complete Statement of Ms. Brule's Opinions and 
the Ba.sis and Reasons for Her Opinions 
I . . 
VP's Disclosure contains its expert's opinions and the basis and reasons for her opinions 
I 
as required by IR.CP 26(b)(4)(A).3 Valiant argues that VP's Disclosure fails to provide a 
complete ~ent for each of Ms. Brnle's opinions and the basis and reasoning for her opinions 
i 
for various i-easons. The sufficiency of VP' s Disclosure with regard to each of the stated 
opinions follows. 
i 
a. Opinion One 
In VP's Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure it discloses Annette Brule's opinion 
that "Barney Ng had an affiliation with R.E. Loans, Bar-K. Inc. and his family had a relation 
with Mortgage Fund ~08. Bar-K was the loan servicing agent for Mortgage Fund '08." VP's 
Supplementill Disclosure, 2 (December 4. 2015). Valiant argues that Ms. Brule's first opinion 
(hereinafter "Ng' s Loan Affiliation'') is "irrelevant assertions of fact, not expert witness 
opinions." Memo. in Support of Valiant Motion tn Limine, 8. Despite claiming that this opinion 
is '•irrelevant" and .. not expert witness opinion" Valiant assures the Court that Mr. Ng has 
~ady provided declaration testimony on these matters and presumably "will provide similar 
testimony at trial." Id. In essence, Valiant argues that Ng's Loan Affiliation is irrelevant, but that 
Valiant, and Valiant alone, should be able to present this irrelevant evidence at trial. 
3 ~ argues "VP's Expert Disclosure tailed ro ptovfde any opinion to which Ms. Bnile would 
testify," tu then~ "[t]he Supp. Disclosure purports to address this deficiency by providing tbnt (4) 'opinions' 
-, which Ms. Brule will fe5aiy." M'e1no. tnS"P[JOrl of Valiant Motion inLimins. 7-8. Valiant bas requested v'F's 
supplt,mental disclosure and reference to any deficlencies in the original disclosure that were addrtmed by the 
supplomciltal di¥.lo&me arc muvlY Q1Ulel:eSSaty and a distradtoD. to the Court. 
I 
i 
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r<JJ.o Rule of Evidence 702 allows an expert to testify regarding scientific, technical, or 
other specialized knowledge that "will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or 
determine~ fact in issue." As allowed by IRE 702. Ms. Brute's expert opinion regardingNg's 
Loan Affiliations "will assist the trier of fact understand the evidence" that will be presented at 
trlal. This case involves numerous complex loan transactions with voluminous loan documents 
and an und~cling of the structure and interrelationship between these loans and affiliated 
I 
parties is essential to the Court understanding the evidence that 'Will be presented. Ms. Brule's 
opinion regarding Ng's Loan Affiliation is based on her consideration and analysis of the data 
and inforn1a;tion disclosed in the supplemental disclosure. That disclosure lists all loan 
i 
documents r;e1ated to the two RE. Loans loans, the Pensco Trust loan, the MF '08 loan, and 
i 
various othtj: identified documents. As an expert in these types ofloans Ms, Brule certainly is 
able to opine regarding Ng's Loan Affiliation based on the loan documents and other relied upon 
data and information that has been disclosed. 
! 
i 
V~s argument that Ms. Brule's opinion is in.complete is absolutely bizarre. Valiant 
. . 
! 
has not pro~ this Court with any reason for this Court to determine that Ms. Brule's opinion 
i 
is "incomplete" except to mention areas not addressed by her opinion. Perhaps Valiant makes 
this-assertion based upon the standard set forth in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP) 
since it cites to the Dunkin Donuts case from the United States District Court for the District of 
' 
I 
New Jersey, 'ivhich holds that expert witness disclosure must essentially contain all of the direct 
I 
I 
' 
examination bf the expert witness so that the disclosure contains every fact, question, and 
sta:tement that will be produced at trial. Dunkin Donuts, Inc. v. Patel, 174 F.Supp.2d 202, 21 l 
(D.N.J. 2001).. However, Valiant fails to explain how FRCP 26 controls expert witness 
disclosure in f daho. The Federal Rules require expert reports, while the Idaho Rules do not. 
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IRCP 26 is! not the same as FRCP 26, therefore, the requirements of the federal rule have no 
application in this case. 
Valiant may believe that Ms. Bru.le's opinion is insufficient to establish the factual or 
legal assert~ on for which it is offered in support, but that does not mean that her opinion is 
i 
"incompl~." Valiant requires Ms. Brule's opinion to include "how or why this affiliation or 
. . [ 
relation tends to demonstrate that it is more or less probable that the Notes are or are not 
satisfied." Yemo. in Support of Valiant Motion in Limine, 9. These are certainly areas of cross-
; 
examination to which Valiant may question VP's expert. However, not including these.areas in 
her discloSlF does not make her opinion incomplete. VP's Disclosure has set forth a. complete 
statement of her first opinion and the basis and reasons for that opinion. 
b. Opinion Two 
Ms. ~rule's second opinion is that "the all-inclusive trust deed, sometimes called a. wrap 
mortgage, used by Mortgage Fund '08 was not typical because there was no subsequent 
purchaser who was. buying the real property from the developer, and no reason to vvrap the 
I 
loans.'' VP•~ Supplemental Disclosure, 2. This is a complete statement of Ms. Brule's opinion. 
Valliant cannot simply mention areas not addressed in the opinion and then claim that the 
opinion is incomplete (see discussion above). 
The basis and reasons for the second opinion include an explanation of what a typical 
wrap mortg3Fe is. Additionally, as disclosed, this opinion is based on Ms. Brule's consideration 
and analysis \of the data and information disclosed in the supplemental disclosure, including the 
---
relevant loan documents and other identified documents. A~ discussed above, ~Is. Brule's expert 
opinion regarding the all-inclusive trust deed used by Mortgage Fund t08 will assist the trier of 
fact undersiaL. the evidence and/or detennine a fact in issue that will be presented at trial. This · 
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' I 
· ca,e invol~es numerous complex loan transactions with voluminous loan documents and an 
i 
unde:rstanding of the structure of the trust deed/wrap mortgage is essential to the Court 
understan~ the evidence that will be presented and ultimately determining whether the loans 
have been paid. VP' s Disclosure with regard to the second opinion has satisfied the requirement 
that it cont$ a complete statement of the opinion and the basis and reasons therefore. 
c. Third Opinion 
Ms. Brule's third opinion is that the wrap loan would have violated the terms of Loan No. 
P0099 beca:hse P0099 had an acceleration clause prohibiting further :financing of the property 
i 
before full payment on the loan. VP's Supplemental Disclosure, 2. The Supplemental Expert 
Disclosure ~ad a complete statement of Ms. Brule' .s opinion. This opinion regarding the terms of 
Loan P0099 will assist the trier of fact tmderstand the evidence and/or determine a fact in issue 
that will be presented at trial. Evidence that wrap mortgage used by Mortgage Fund '08 violated 
Loan P0099:is absolutely relevant to whether the loans had been paid. This opinion is based on 
i 
Ms. Brule' s '.consideration and analysis of the data and infonnation disclosed in the supplemental 
I 
disclosure, including the relevant loan documents and other identified documents. The reasoning 
for the opinion is succinctly set forth as the opinion itself: a '-"UlJ> mortgage violates Loan P0099 
' 
because P00~9 requires that the loan be paid before the property is further financed. VP's 
Disclosure with regard to the third opinion has satisfied the requirement that it contain a 
complete statement of the opinion and the basis and reasons therefore. 
I 
i d. Opinion 4 
Ms. Brule's fourth opinion is that the loan closing statement for the Mortgage Fund '08 
loan closing indicates compliance with the requirement that Loan No. P0099 be paid in full. VP 's 
I 
Supplemental Discfosure, 2. This is a complete statement of Ms. Brule's opinion, As included 
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I 
in the Supplemental Disclosure, this opinion is derived by Ms. Brule's consideration and analysis 
of the data and information disclosed in the supplemental disclosure, including the relevant Joan 
documents and other identified documents. Apparently because Valiant does not agree ,;i,ith Ms. 
Brule's opinion it argues that Ms. Brule's opinion is not an "'opinion." However, as 
contemplated by IRE 702, Ms. Brule' s expert opinion with regard to the loan closing statement· 
for the Mortgage Fund '08 loan closing '~ill assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or 
determine a fact in issue." Thus, it is certainly expert testimony. VP's Disclosure with regard to 
the fourth opinion has satisfied the requirement that it contain a complete statement of the 
opinion and the basis and reasons therefore. 
2. , VP' s Disclosure Pl"ovides the Data Ol" Other Information Considered bv the 
' . 
Expert in Fon.ning Opinions 
VP's Supplemental Disclosure contained the following disclosure of data and other 
infonnation contained by the witness in forming the opinion: 
[ A ]ll loan documents related to two R.E. Loans loan numbers P0094 and P0O99, 
the ~ensco Trust loan, the MF ·os loan., including the promissory notes, 
mortgages, escrow instructions~ the R.E. Loans bankruptcy file; the MF '08 
bankruptcy file; records of Pend Oreille Bonner Development, deposition 
transcripts of witnesses, all documents produced in d~overy by any party, and all 
affidavits filed in the matt=-. 
VP's Supplet_nental Disclosure, 3. Valiant has not identified any requirement that expert 
I 
witnesses can only consider some limited amount of data and information in forming their 
opinions. V aiiant has also not identified any prohibition on an expert considering all relevant and 
! 
pertinent data and information in forming their opinions. Valiant wants this Court to conclude 
that conside~on of all relevant documents by an expert is evidence that the expert '"has not, or 
cannot, identify the data and information utilized in forming her opinions." Memo. in Support of 
' I 
I 
Valiant Motibn in Limine, 12. Valiant is not prejudiced by the numerous documents and 
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informatioli\ in this case any more than VP is prejudiced. That is ju.st the nature of this complex 
case. VP has complied with IRCP 26 and disclosed the data or other information considered by 
the Vvitness in forming her opinions. 
3. VP's Expert is Not Required to Use Exhibits as a Sununary of or Support for 
Her Opinions 
I 
I 
Expert witness disclosure requires disclosure of "any exhibits to be used as a summary of 
I -
or support /or the opinions." IRCP 26(b)(4)(AX1)(i). VP disclosed that such exhibits could be 
"[a]ny and all documents produced in discovery. with expert disclosures and any and all 
deposition tknscripts may be used by said expert as a summary of or in support for her . 
opinions." VP 's Supplemental Disclosure, 3. Valiant contends that because VP has not specified -
exactly~ exhibits, if any, Ms. Brule 'Will use as a swnmary of or support for her opinions she 
I 
should not oe allowed to use any exhibits. Memo. in Support ofValiant Motion in. Limine, 14. _ 
i 
Valiant <ij:)es not provide this Court with any rule or case law that would support that action. 
I 
DiAJ;ED this 22nd day of December, 2015. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
By ~.,._ @. w~ 
Susan P. Weeks 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served O'l1 the following 
persons in the manner indicated this 22nd day of December. 2015: 
~.s.l Mail, Postage Prepaid Gary A. Finney 
Hand Delivered FI1'1"NEY FINEY & FINNEY, PA 
___:_I. Facs~e! 208-263-8211 120 E Lake St., Ste. 317 
i Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
U.S.;Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand. Delivered 
_y_ Facsimile: 208-489-0110 
Richard Stacey 
Jeff Sykes 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey, PLLC 
827 E. Park Blvd., Ste. 201 
Boise, ID 83712 
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GARY A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 1356 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC. , 
formerly known as National Golf 
Builders, Inc., a Nevada 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT, 
LLC, a Nevada limited liability 
company; R.E. LOANS, LLC, a 
California limited liability 
company; DANS. JACOBSON, an 
individual, SAGE HOLDINGS LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; 
STEVEN G. LAZAR, an individual; 
PENSCO TRUST CO. CUSTODIAN FBO 
BARNEY NG; MORTGAGE FUND ' 08 LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability 
company; VP, INCORPORATED, an 
Idaho corporation; JV L.L.C., an 
Idaho limited liability company; 
WELLS FARGO FOOTHILL, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability 
company; INTERSTATE CONCRETE AND 
ASPHALT COMPANY, an Idaho 
corporation; T-O ENGINEERS, INC., 
fka Toothman-Orton Engineering 
Company, an Idaho corporation; 
) Case No. CV-2009-1810 
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PUCCI CONSTRUCTION INC., an Idaho 
corporation; ACI NORTHWEST, INC., 
an Idaho corporation; LUMBERMENS, 
INC., dba ProBuild, a Washington 
corporation; ROBERT PLASTER dba 
Cedar Etc; NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; R.C. WORST & COMP.ANY, 
INC., an Idaho corporation; DOES 
1 through X, 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIMS, CROSS-
CLAIMS, .AND THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINTS 
GENESIS GOLF BUIDLERS, INC., 
formerly known as NATIONAL GOLF 
BUILDERS, INC., a Nevada 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT, 
LLC, a Nevada limited liability 
company; et al , 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIMS, CROSS-
CLAIMS, .AND THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINTS 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Third Party 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 
} 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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PEND ORIELLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT 
HOLIDNGS, INC., a Nevada 
corporation; BARK, INC., a 
California corporation; 
TIMBERLINE INVESTMENTS LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; 
AMY KORENGUT, a married woman; 
HLT REAL ESTATE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; 
INDEPENDENT MORTGAGE LTD. CO. , an 
Idaho limited liability company; 
PANHANDLE MANAGEMENT 
INCORPORATED, an Idaho 
corporation; FREDERICK J. GRANT, 
an individual' CRISTINE GRANT, an 
individual; RUSS CAPITAL GROUP, 
LLC, an Arizona limited liability 
company; MOUNTINA WEST BANK, a 
division of GLACIER BANK, a 
Montana corporation; FIRST 
AMERICAN TITLE COMPANY, a 
California corporation; NETTA 
SOURCE LLC, a Missouri limited 
liability company; MONTAHENO 
INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Nevada 
limited liability company; 
CHARLES W. REEVES and ANN B. 
REEVES, husband and wife; and 
C.E. KRAMER CRANE & CONTRACTING, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Third Party 
Defendants. 
JV L.L.C., an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
Defendant and Cross-
Claimant against all of the 
Defendants and Third 
Party Plaintiff, 
v. 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; V.P., 
) 
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INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
RICHARD A. VILLELLI, a married ) 
man; MARIE VICTORIA VILLELLI, a ) 
married woman; VILLELLI ) 
ENTERPRISES, INC., a California ) 
corporation; RICHARD A. VILLELLI, ) 
as TRUSTEE OF THE RICHARD ANTHONY ) 
VILLELLI AND MARIE VICTORIA ) 
VILLELLI REVOCABLE TRUST; THE ) 
IDAHO CLUB HOMEOWNERS ) 
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; the entity named in ) 
Attorney Toby McLaughlin's Notice ) 
of Unpaid Assessment as PANHANDLE ) 
MANAGEMENT, INCORPORATED, an ) 
Idaho corporation; and HOLMBERG ) 
HOLDINGS, LLC, a California ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Third Party ) 
Defendants. ) 
CO:MES NOW, Defendant JV L.L.C., (hereinafter JV), by and 
through its attorney, GARY A. FINNEY of Finney Finney & Finney, 
P.A., and files this Objection to Valiant's Motion in Limine and 
moves the Court to DENY such Motion. 
I. Valiant's Motion in Limine is called on for hearing on 
December 29, 2015. Valiant's Motion is untimely and should be 
denied. The Court's pretrial orders include that motions in 
1imine be filed and heard by (before) December 24, 2015. 
Valiant's hearing on December 29, 2015 is untimely and should be 
denied. Additionally, a written motion is required to be filed 
and served no later than fourteen (14) days before the time of 
hearing. (IRCP 7(b) (3) (A). Valiant's Notice of Hearing and its 
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Motion purport to have been served by mail sent out December 15, 
2015. IRCP 6(e) (1) requires three (3) days to be added to any 
hearing, or motion served by mail. The effect of IRCP 6{e) (1) is 
stated in Jazmau v. Hal.e, 112 Idaho 270 at 271, 73 P.2d 813 at 
814 (Ct. App. 1986) is that a party served by mail has an extra 
three (3) days in which to respond. 
II. The Courts prior rulings of facts and conclusions of 
l.aw are onl.y "interlocutory", i.e. temporary until a final. 
judgment. 
Val.iant seeks a ruling on its Motion in Limine that certain 
"inadmissible evidence" cannot be referred to or offered at 
trial because "irrelevant, inadmissible, and prejudicial" 
evidence should not be injected into a trial. The Court cannot 
rule on such a motion until the Court first determines the 
admissibility of evidence offered at the trial. (Niel.d v. 
Pocotel.l.o Heal.th Services, 156 Idaho 82 at 914, 2014). 
Valiant's II. ARGUMENT is that JV should be precluded from 
presenting evidence related to any issue other than the payment 
of 2007 RE Loan's Note {Loan No. P0099) or the Pensco note (Loan 
No. P0106). This Motion is too general to rule upon, nor is it 
applicable until the evidence is offered at trial and ruled 
upon. 
III. All previous Orders of the Court have been 
interlocutorv and are subject to change and reconsideration on 
JV L.L.C.'S OBJECTION TO VALIANT'S MOTION IN LIMINE - 5 
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both previously and newly submitted evidence. IRCP ll(a) (2) (B) 
states that interlocutory orders may be reconsidered at any 
time, by no later than 14 days after the final judgment. In 
this action, there is no final judgment yet filed. Since the 
previous rulings of the Court are merely interlocutory, i.e. 
"temporary", the Court may reconsider new evidence at any time. 
The word "in limine" according to Black's Law Dictionary, Fifth, 
Special Deluxe Addition is "at the very beginning; preliminary. 
The full "Motion in Limine" is defined in Black's as being made 
before or at a jury trial for a protective order against 
prejudicial matters which are prejudicial, irrelevant, or 
inadmissible. (Black's Fifth Addition). The instant action is 
a Court trial and until the evidence is offered and ruled on as 
to admissibility, there is nothing for the Court to now rule 
upon. 
"The Court must consider new evidence 
bearing on the correctness of a summary 
judgment order if the motion to reconsider 
is filed within fourteen days after a final 
judgment issues." 
Kepler-Fleenor v. Fremont Cnty., 
152 Idaho 207, 210, 268 P.3d 1159, 1162(2012) 
Found in Agrisource, Inc. v. Johnson, 
156 Idaho 903, 912, 332 P.3d 815, 824 (2014) 
IV. Valiant's Cl.aim that VP/NIR has no statutory Vendor's 
Lien is in error. 
Valiant's Motion in Limine as against VP/NIR cl.aim that 
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VP/NIR has no vendor's lien based on a ruling by Judge Griffin 
in Union Bank v. POBD, Case No. CV-2011-0135. A more accurate 
read of Judge Griffin's decision, entitled FINDINGS is in the 
record as Exhibit 14 in Valiant's Motion For Swnmary Judgment. 
Those FINDINGS, page 3, third paragraph, 1st sentence, states 
"POBD assumed the loan to JV, LLC (original 
loan on Moose Mountain), a loan to R.R. 
Loans, ,, 
Next, in the FINDINGS, page 3, 6th line down, states: 
"POBD has not paid the debt they assumed to 
JV, LLC" 
The action of the Bank vs. POBD, et al. is on appeal to the 
Idaho Supreme Court. 
Judge Griffin, page 3 of Findings, set forth Idaho Code 
§45-801 that provides of a Vendor's Lien, for so much of the 
purchase price as remains unpaid, and that Idaho Code §45-802 
provides the lien of vendor's are valid against everyone 
claiming under the debtor, except a purchaser or encumbrancer in 
good faith and for value. 
Applying Judge Griffin's actual findings and actual 
statement of law is: 
FINDINGS 
1. V.P./NIR sold real estate ("Moose Mountain") to POBD. 
2. As part of the purchase price, POBD assumed VP/NIR's 
mortgage debt owed to JV. 
JV L.L.C.'S OBJECTION TO VALIANT'S MOTION IN LIMINE - 7 
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3. POBD has not paid the debt the assumed to JV. 
LAW 
A. One who sells real estate has a Vendor's Lien for the 
price as remaining unpaid. (I.e. §45-801) 
B. The lien of the Vendor is valid against everyone 
claiming under the debtor, except an encumbrance in 
good faith and for value. (I.e. §45-803) 
C. Good faith means lack of actual or constructive 
notice. (Benz v. Evans, 152 Idaho 215 (2012). 
In the Bank foreclosure action, Judge Griffin's action Case 
No. CV-2011-0135, was an action by the encumbrancer, Union Bank. 
In the instant action by Valiant in the place of RE Loans, 
MF08/PENSCO TRUST, the record fact is that all three of those 
entitles are encumbrancers of Moose Mountain all had actual 
knowledge of the prior 1995 Mortgage to VP as being unpaid, as 
those entitles had title insurance disclosing JV's Mortgage and 
all of those entities had title insurance disclosing JV's 
Mortgage and all of those entities sought subrogation agreements 
from JV. RE Loans and Ng entities were parties in the Union 
Bank case and they are bound by res judicata and collateral 
estoppal. 
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WHEREFORE, the Court is requested to deny Valiant's Motion. 
y i 
DATED this J..3--day of December, 2015. 
Giif A. ,tNNEY 
Attorney for JV L.L.C. 
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I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing,:as delivered via facsimile or as otherwise indicated, 
this p2,_;:; day of December, 2015, and was addressed as follows: 
Richard Stacey/Jeff Sykes 
MCCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY PLLC 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, ID 83712 
[Attorney for R.E. LOANS, LLC & VALIANT IDAHO LLC] 
Via Facsimile: (208) 489-0110 
Susan Weeks 
Steven C. Wetzel 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Via Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
[Attorney for NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC, V.P. INC, & FOR JV'S 
THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS 
By: 
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- . _,_ . 
Chad l'v·1. Nicholson, ISB #7 506 
\ikCON:-JELL \VAGI\ER SYKES & STACEY l"AA 
82 7 bast Park Boulevard. S u.ite 201 
.,. ·~-----·- -. -... . -
Boise, Idaho 83 7 I 2 
Teiephone: 208.489.0lOO 
Facsimile: 208 .489. D l l 0 
staceyt@mwssJa""yer;i.com 
svkes@rnwsslawyers.c.:u1n 
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Attorneys For Valiant Idaho. LLC 
I~ THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST .JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THK STA TE: OF IDAHO, f\' AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS. TNC., 
formerly known as 
NATIO'.'JAL GOU BUILDERS, l~C., 
a Nevada coq:oration, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE B01"-l'N=::.:R 
DI:VELOP:vIENT. LLC. 
PlaimifL 
a N:.:Yada limited liability company: et al.. 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED CO'CNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIO~S 
PREVJOlSL Y FILED HEREIN. 
REPLY :VH:,'VTORA"IDU'.VI IN Sl}l'POKI' Ot 
VAUA'.'IT IDAHO, LLC'S MOTION /.'V LIMIIVE RE: 
Case No. CV-09-1810 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF V ALIA.NT IDAHO, LLC'S 
MOTION IN LIMIJ'VE RE: 
NORTH lDAHO RESORTS, LLC 
Al'fD VP, INC. 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
Hearig.: 
December 29, 20t5 - 11 :00 a.m. PST 
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COMES NOW, Valtant ldahc, LLC ("Valiant''), by and through its attorneys of record, 
McConnell \Vagncr Sykes & Stacey PLLC and, submits this Reply Memorandum in Support of 
Valiant ldaho. LLCs lvlotion in Limine [''Motion'"] Re: North Tdaho Resorts, LLC and VP, Inc. 
I. REPLY ARGl.:l\-lENT1 
A. Valirmt':i ,'Hvtion J,Vas Time{y Filed. 
Paragraph 8 of the Court's September J. 20 J 5 Order Setting Trial and Pn:tri;;il Ordi:r 
("Sche<luling Order") states that "ALL OTHER MOTIONS [motions other than dispositi·,c 
motion.sJ, including any lVfotion in Limine, shall he Ciled and heard by the Court no iatcr than 
30 days before lriaL" (Emphasis m original.} Per tho Court's Amended Notice of TiiaI issued on 
Ocklber 2L 2015, tria! begins on Januaty 28. 2016. December 29, 2015 is 30 days prior ro 
J,rnu::try 28, 2016. Valiant's Motion is timely. 
R-.~garding service of exhibits to the LJedaration of Richard L. Stacey ("SLacey Dec.''). 
Valiant ack11.owledges that the exhibits \:verc nol fa.'\;;d lo VP, L7.corpornlcd ("VP"} on 
DccGmb..::r 15, 2015. However, each exhibit is EI document that is within the possession of VP, 
furthermore. the Stacey Dec_ and exhibirs were emaikd to VP's counsel on December 15, 2015. 
Ex. I to th:: D1,;daration of Chad ,\.4. Nich,-:iison in S;,tpport of Valiant Idaho. LLC \' Aforions 
in Limine ("Nicholson Dec."°_} file,.:. concurr~mly herewith. As such, the Stacey Dec. should be 
deemed as timely served. VP was not pre_:udiced in :my way by any technica] defect in service. 
1 North ldahD Rescrts, LLC ("}HR'") has acknowled.b<::d lhut in light of the Court'~ previous mlings, "NTR has no 
i:1bility tu parti1.:ipate in the upcoming trial[. f t✓ l' in<-' ', -uut Nurtn !dai10 Res·Jr!. lLC '; R<!sponse to V (liiant 's .Hot ion 
1n Limine ("NIR/VP !LtpoHB?'') at p 2. fikd <JO December 2'2, :!Ii 15. Given this concession. V Jiiant will not provide 
r'Lnthcr brlcfing with respect w i'dR. 
RErL Y ;'\<lEMORA.'-IDUM IN SL PPORT Ol.-
VALIA,Yl' IUAHO, LLC'S MOTIO"i IN U1l[L'V£ RE: 
NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC Mm VP, INC. - Page2 
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R. The Sole Issue Remainhtg For Trial is Whether the 200i RE lo"ns Note and 
Pensco Note Have Been Satisfied. 
VP claims that Valiant must prove the validity ofthe 20C7 RE Loans, Pensco and Mortgage 
Fund '08 mo1igages and loans, the debt o·,ved under each mortgage and loan. and that Valiant 
properly redeemed each. This claim is without merit sir..ce the Court determined that "ft/lie only 
issue remai11ing for the court trial is wh-:ther the 2007 RE Loans Note (Loan t-io. P0099) and Lhe 
Pensco Note (Loan No. P0106) have been satisfied." }vfemorandurn Decision and (),·der Re. 
Af·otions Heard on Oclober 23. 2015 ('"Oct. 23 G'rdcr"'i alp. 18 (emphasis added). 
"The purpose of summary judgment is to avoid useless trials." Bande!in v. Pietsch, 
98 Idaho 337, 340 ( 1977). See a!so Berg v. Fairman, 107 Idaho 441,444 (1984); AkHugh v. Retd, 
l 56 [daho 299. 3G6 (Ct. App 2014) Partial sur:m.J.ry judgment-; resolve undisputed issu~s and 
lea-vi:' for trial only issues to which genuine issues of material fact exist. Viani v. Aetna ins. Co., 
95 Idaho 22, 26 ( 1972) overruled on or her ground,- by Stoviac:zek v. E1iat,;:' cif Puckeu, 98 Idaho 
37i, 375 (1977). See also Glacier Gen. Assurance Co. v. Hisaw, 103 Idaho 605,607 (1982). 
A review cf the Court's decisions demonstrate that the only issue remaining for trial is 
salisfaction of the 2007 RE Loans Nol.: and tl:e Pensco Note. By order datd April 14, 2015, 
the Com1 granted Valiant's motion for partiul summary judgment holding that Va!iant's interests, 
hy virtue of the RE Loans Mortgage, the P~nsce Mc,rtgagc and the lvlf08 Mortgage arc prior 
in righ:, title and in interest to any interest held by VP and NIR The Court further held that the 
Jmounts Valiant paid to redeem the Idaho Club arc part of Lhc RE Loans contract and entitled to 
its mortgage priority. 
The Court reaffirmed it'i holdings regarding priority in ils unkr dared July 21. 2015 and 
grnnt.:d V c1lianC s motion for summary judgment a:-; tc ll1c re:1l property that is subject Lo 
REPLY MEMO.RAi"lfDCM IN SlJPPORT 01< 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S M0TI0"I IN UMIN!::.: IU(; 
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Vaiianfs Mortgages. As of the entry of this order, no further issues remained for trial and Valiant 
was entitled to a judgment in this matter. 
On August 5, 2015, lhe Court entered a final Ju<lgmcnl in fo vor or Valianl. Thi;; Ju<lgmem 
was recorded by Valiant on this same date. 
VP filed a motion to rec:on::;ider the Judgmem. Pursuant lhcn:to, lh<: Cour. vacated lhe 
J udgmcnt based on its September 4, 2015 finding that genuine issues of material fact existed on 
two discreet issues: '·as to whether the 2007 R.E. Lom-;.s Note (Loan Nv. P0099; and Pi.:ns;,;o Nole 
(Loan No. PO 106 have been satisfiedlJ" and ''as to the legal description'' of real pwperty subject 
to the Valiant Mortgages. September 4, 2015 Orde,. aL 2" 3-4. Per the Court's order, the:-e vv,~n: 
no triable issues of fact !;!Xis Ling with respect to any other issues. 
On September 24, 2015, Valiant filed a motion for summary j,.1dgrnent wilh respect tc the 
two rl)maining triable issues. On October 30, 20[5. the Court again found that "VP's Quitdaim 
Deeds. as a matter of law. arc junior to Valianrs Mortgages. and do not create a genuine issue of 
material fai.:t." October JO. 20 J 5 Ordei' at 13. The Court granted Valiant· s third ruction for 
summary judgment in pan au<l denied it in part holJ/ng ·"th.tt genuine issues of material fact cx,.c;t 
as to whether the 2007 RE Loans Note (Loan No. P0099) and th-c Pensco Not~ (Loan .'.\.o. P0:06} 
have been sati:;iic<l[]'" but that "there is no genuine issue or material fact as to the real property 
subject to the 2007 RE Loans l\ote/:vfortgage, the Pensco Notc/l'vlortgagc, and the NL'-'()8 
~ate/Mortgage.'' fd. at 15. The CourL concluded the October 30, 2015 order by stating "T\e on(v 
is.me renuiining for the court trial is whether thi~ 2007 R? Loans i'iotc ( Loan }'.,;0. P0099 J and the 
P~nsco Note (Loan No. PO l 06) have been c;atisfr.;d '' Id. at 13 ( ~mphasis ;:iddcct: . . '\ll othe:· issue:: 
ha,;e been resolved on summary judgment. 
REPLY MEMORANDt:M IN 5t;PPORT OF 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MOTIO.'i IN LHflNE RE: 
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As the Court pointed out in its July 21, 2015 and October 3 0, 2015 Orders, VP must provide 
documentation that RL Loans and Pensco were paid to prevail at trial. VP cannot provide such 
evidence tD the Court. Mor~over, VP has long been aware of this fact. On or about 
October 8, 20 i 5, First Americai: Ti::tc Company ("fi\TCO") provided Mf08 loan closing 
documents in response to vp·,; st,bpoena. This documentation conclusively demonstrates Lha: 
neithe:- the 2007 RE Loa:1S :-iok nor the: Penscu Nu Le were satisfied at closing. :Vidw!son Dec .. 
Ex. 2. Recognizing that the F,\TCO documenrs wer~ fatal 10 its case, VP willfully withheld the 
FATCO docum<~nts fn.'m Valiant mEi'. th.: rnorni1~g of th~ Octobi:r 2J, 201 5 s:1rnm:iry judgment 
hcartng - there:cy precbding Valiaat fn..lm inir-xbcing such cvid;:nc-: al summary jndgmcm 
Now. with the cli:ar understanding lhat it cannot prevail, Y? seeks to fi.irther waste the 
Court's time. to continue to deiay rescluLi1m cf cbis case, a.nd to cause Val:ant to incur unn..:cessar; 
expenses relitigating i:,sues that the Cc,urt has rcso!,;ed VP has k)st on all issues but one. 
fnstead of respecting the Court· s orLkr anli trying the sole remaining issue in this case. VP seeks 
to rclitigz.te every issrn: that was already decided on summary judgment. This cannot be permitteci. 
It is patently unfai.:- and in 1.,iolation .:.,fidaho Rule of Civil Procedure l(a) io require V:.iliant lo 
prepare for and litigate issues at Lrial v,,fach have been resolved by the Cerni. 
C. VP Should Be Precluded Frvm Introducing Evitimc~ }Vot Provided in Discovery. 
VP claims that it shoutd. be allowed to introduce evidence not produced in disco'.,ery. 
VP's argumcn1 is mcrilless. 
Idaho Rule of Civil P,·ocedure ,"RLrle" 0r ·'Ruks"l 26 i:,; ""·designr.:d tu promote i.:ctwlor and 
fairness in the pre-trial di.,,covery process."' FVt:stby 1·. Sdwejer, 157 Idaho 616. 623 i2C 14: 
quoting Radmer v. Ford l.fmor Co , 120 Idaho 86, 8 9 ( l 99 l ). A; such, the '·' discovery ndcs are 
not inLcndcd to encourage or reward those ,,vhose ccnduct is inconsistent 'Nith that purpose.''. 
REPLY MEMORANDlM Ii\' SUPPORT OF 
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Wesrhy, 157 Idaho at 623 quoting Edm,mds ,, Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 873 (2006) 
ldaho 's discovery rules '"require a defendant's arn;,,ver to oc rcspons1 ve. full, complete anc. 
ur,evasive." /,es!er v Salvino, 141 ldc1h,J 93"' 94:~, 1Ct i\pp. 2006) citing 8A C!i.-\;,;,r:s AL,\-,-
'The principal purpose of int-:rrogatories ::s LO a . Tord par~ics information i1: tht: possession ,)f rhc 
other party regarding the issues in sui~ ,o enabk the propounding party to prepare for trial and to 
reduce the possibility of :mrprise in the trial." frster. 14! Idaho a. 940 cijng Smi,h v. B;g Los: 
River Irr. Dist, 83 Idaho 374. 383 0 961). 
In addition tu the: p1..rpose of the discovery rules, counsd has Lb: JL,ty tu pr:__;,1idc L.11 m:d 
compiele discovery responses. By signing a ·'pleading. moticn or other paper." ccunscl ;;;crUlies 
that to the best of her kno.vledgi:, infom1ation J.J:(.l belief alkr n:;,i.'ionabk inqu_;_ry. Lhe ulhcr paper. 
f. e., discovery responses, arc '"not interposed for a.:1.y improper purpose, such as tc, harass or cause 
unw . .:ccssary delay or neei.l!ess increase in the costs oflit:gaticm,' .. Lesrer, 141 Idaho at 940 cit:ng 
l.R.C:.P. 11 (_a){]). Thus, ··Rule 11 imp()Scs ::m ai:irrnativ1;; dL:ty upor. parties tc engage in 
pretrial discowry in a resp,msible mo1.nncr that is cor:.sister:t \,,,itl: the spirit and purpc'scs ;:;( the 
discovery rules." Lester, 141 ldcl10 a: 94U citing 8 \VRIGHT, M:U.ER & M.\RCL s, 
FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDCRE: § 2052 :1t 626 f~d. 1994j. 
Valiant requested idcntificat;on and/or production of ( a; all persons with kno1,;; ledge 
pertaining to this litigation (Interrogatory No. 2). (:),i each person VP intended to call as a witness 
(Interrogatory :\Io, 3 ). (cJ each document VP intended to introduce at tr:al ( Inter:ogatory Ne. 4 anu 
Request For Productivn No. 1), (d) VP';; experts (lmer:·0;,1~ories 5 111d 6 and Request For 
Production Nos. 2 and 3 ), ( e) admissions agai,1st interest made by Valiant and/c,r its a;1.ents 
REPLY MEMORA~DCM IN SUPPORT OF 
VALIANT U>AHO, LLC'S MOTION IN 1,/.l/lNF RF.: 
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(lnter~ogacory No. SJ, t't) ''ali facts i:1 .support of' \/P's contention that its intcrcs~ is prior in any 
righl, title or interest lo Valian:'· (Interrogatory l\o. 9 and Request For Production Nos. 6-9). 
aH documents s1..:ppor:.ing VP's ans·wers lo imerrogato1ies (Request For PrcducLion No. 4), a11<l al: 
do;.;uments '·pertaining in a:1y way to the facts. circumstances er iss1.ies involved rn ll1is litigationlJ" 
(Request for Producti0n No. l 0). Stacey Dec:., Exs. C-D. Ir. shm1, Valiant has n:quest::d all 
information ~nd/or documents that VP intends to intrnduce at trial. If VP did not pn,duce 
responsive information, either beca;.1:se VP unilaterally deterrr:lned the information. would not be 
relevant or beC:1us1:~ VP inh.mded tu '·sandbag" and p:ay hi,_:e the baL VP cannot be permitted tO 
introduce such evidence at trial. 
D. f,P's Retained Expert Witness, .-'1nnette Brule, Sltould Be Excluded. 
VP a.ssens Lhc1L the "opinions" to be offor~d by Anne::.: Br~tk C'Brule"i arc relevant but 
fails f • tc expuun !tow Bede's opinions are rdevam. Like•.vise, Valiant asserts that i:s 
ex.per- di.::,dosun: contains a ccn:Dlere statement or 8n1.k' s opm:ons. These claims are 
without merit. 2 
Regarding Bruk's firs( opinion, VP claims th~H bc(,;ausc lhis ;;ase mvolves compkx 
loan transactions, "an understar.djng af the structure and inlerreiaLionship beLveen these k•ans and 
aff:liated parties is essential to :he Coun understanding the c•Ji,ts.:ncc thaL v,il; be pn:s\.:ntcd.'' 
V!R.'VP Resp(jn.,·e :it 7 . However. VP's l<_espon.se. !ik;: its ;:xpert disdosure, foils to expb.ir. bow 
Barney Ng ·s affiliation vv]th R.E. Loans and Bar-K, and Mr. Ng's family having a relation to Mf08 
has any impact on wbdher the 2007 RF Loans °'otc or the Pensco Note .vere sat1siied. lhe expert 
2 VP critic,zes V'l.liant·s citation to f.:::dcra/ case iav, constrning redernl Rutc af 0.=ivli Procedure 26 This criricism is 
misplaced since Idaho courts wok to foderai laVv ,,viJere the rnies arc s;rniiar i'Ve:,tby, 157 ldah0 at 622-623, 333 P 3d 
at i226- l 227. While not identical, Ruic 26 is similar to Fcdern, lb.le of Civi.: Pruc;;uurr~ 26. Ev::;11 ,r vr· s criticism 
were •.:vananr~d. \ff' has not drnllenged the accur..t~y and appii.::;.bihty oi"ldahc case ;a'-'>' ,eiid upon by V1ham. 
REPLY ME:VIORANDCM If\' SliPPORT OF 
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di--cL:->.sure stales on!; that Bruh: will testil}' tc the existence ct' a rclationsl'.ip. Thi:; curt ,.bclcsure 
VP unJ Bruk must t>X pict:n her opi:iion ::is tJ how the a! :eged relationsl:ip•., - make the satisfaction 
ex.planation, instead it conLinucs tc "bide the ball'" as tJ what 13:ule's testim,)ny wil: be and hovv it 
is relevant. 
VP contend;, that Brule' s secc,nd opinion is relevant because ·'an. undentandia.g of the 
strw;turc of the trust deed/-.vr'.ip mortgage is ;::ss·~!"ltial t . ) the: Ccurt understar:ding t!1e cviJenc'..' that 
at 9. This statem<:"nt fr1.ils ro dcr::c,nstr::m: hew the MF08 lean'~ :,;tatus as a typical 0r atypicat 
w:-ap mortgage is relevant. .-\ga:n, this di.,;..:.:losure does nol in an_v '-vay 0;v;pla:n BrnL: 's opinion as 
to bo,.,, the structure ct' the 'N~J.P mo:'tga.gcs is rclevir:.t t·~1 whctl:KT c,r n,_;t the 2GG'7 F.E Loans '-,c,t;.; 
or Pcns-:o Note were satisfiec. 
V?' s supplemental disclo::;ms: pro ',:des :hat Bnl2 \-\•111 opine tbu that MF08 not a 
typical loan. Now VP contends that Brnic will explain the str:Kllirc of the trust deed! 
Brule belie\·es the MFG8 ioa.c. ·,,,a~ at:•·pkal :..,r her opini )n as to ~ffC8' s loan smictm-:. Rcgardk,ss. 
neith~:n opinion makes it more ,1r less likdy that RE Loans or P,;nscc Nas paid c·ff The fact thz.n 
VP is no'N asserting foal Bruk will tcstirY to iom.:thing dii"forcnt U,m'. "vhat 1.vas set forth ::1 1ts 
REPLY ME-VIOIU.'DL"l l'i St:l'POEU 01: 
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Brule' s third opinion is that the MF08 loan vioiated the terms of the 2007 RF Loans ~ole. 
v,,, ithout cxplanatior:, VP asserts that this opinior. is '·absolutely relevant" If the relevance is 
so absolute, v.:-iy bas VP not explained the relevunce to the Court! Contrary to VP's unsupported 
assertior,, the aEeged vi.:_,Jation oC the 200 7 RE Le-ans Note is irrelevant because it does not 
demonstrate that either the 2007 RE Leans :".fote or Pe:-isco Nole was or was not satisfied f\ior has 
VP provided a complete statement of this opinion. Pwviding a cursory statcme'.rt that loan terms 
were viokuet.1 docs not comply wid1 Ruk 26. Tc e-omply with Rule 26, lhe disclosure must set 
fcrth how ur:d ,,vhy the terms of the 2()()7 RE Loam Note were violated. 
Regarding Bruk' s fourth opinion, VP fa.ils to c-xplaia ho ... ,, the prniTen:-d opinion is anything 
other lhan a fac1.:.ial JetcIT;'..inati,m. Nor d0~s VP explain how its discksure sets forth how Brule 
reached this opinion. Ruic 26 rcqaires a complete statement of an cxpc1t's Qpinion, not a cursory 
sLaterr.ent as to v-.rhat an cxpc:-t' s opinion will be. VP· s disclosure is insufficient. 
finally, VP misrepre!:':ents its ovva disclcsurc regarding the information considered 
by Brule. VP's response c1.sscrts that Brule in (cJ.cl considered: 
.. ali Joan documents relc1t::d tc two R.E. Loans loan number 
P0094 and P0099, the Per.sec Trnst loan, the MF '08 loarr. including 
the promissory notes. mo:i:gagcs. ~s<.:row instructions. the R E 
Loans bankrnpccy Ilk. the .\ff '08 bankruptcy file. records or 
Pend Oreille Bonner Dcvciopmcm, deposition transcripts of 
witn~-ssc:s. al'. documents produced i.1 discovery by any party, ar.d 
ail ,1-ffidavits filed in the matterr] 
Vi:. con'i•::;nicntly ignores the fact that its disclosure stated thal ''fslaid expert mi1y consider'' the 
above menLioned documents. (Emphas:s add~d.) Again, the continuing evolution of VP'::; 
expcn disclosure: demon<;trates the inadequacies of its di:;cl,Jsure. More u the point, advising an 
opposug party :hac a11 expel"! t1u1y consider any documcn! produced in discovery docs net comply 
REPLY M.EMOIU,~DtM I~ SI.PPORT OF 
VALIANT IDAHO, LI.C'S MOTIO~ f'V L/Mi''it: RE: 
NORTH IDAHO RESORTS. LLC AND VP, INC. - Page 9 
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with Rule 26. Furthermore. VP ignores the fact that it has represented thal Brule may consider all 
documenLltion filed in t·"",0 bankruptcy cases- i.nfom1a.tior: that has not been disclosed or identified 
in discovery. 
Based. on the for~going, il is clear tllat VP's expert disclosures failed to comply with 
Rule 26. Voreover, even if the disclosure ,va.;; compliant. the opinions sought to be expressed are 
irrdcvant. Therefore. VP shculd be precluded from calling Brule as a witness. 
11. CONCLUSION 
For the rcasnns set forth above, Valiant respectfulty requests that its Mctior:: i'1 Ltmine Re: 
i',;orth Idaho Resorts, [LC and VP. Inc. be GRANTED. 
DATED this 29'h day of December 2015. 
BY: 
Attorneys For Valiant ldahc, LLC 
REPLY MEMORAl"fDl"M IN SUPPORT OF 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DlSTRICT 
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY 011' HONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly known as 
NA TIOl'iAL GOLf BUILDERS, INC., 
a :ii"evada corporation, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BO1\i'NER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
a l'ievada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. 
REPLY MEMORANDL'M IN SUPPORT OF 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MOTION IN LIM/NE 
RE: JV, L.L.C. - Pa~e 1 
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Case No. CV-09-1810 
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OF VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S 
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: JV, L.L.C. 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
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CO.MES NOW, Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"), by and through its attorneys of record, 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC, and, submits this Reply Memorandum in Support of 
Valiant Idaho, LLC's ~1otion in Limine ["Motion"] Re: JV, L.L.C. l"JV"j. 
I. REPLY ARGUMENT 
A. Valiattt'.r Motion »'as Timely Filed; JV's Oppositiott 1Vi1s Not. 
Paragraph 8 oC the Court's September 3, 2015 Order Setting Trial and Pretrial Order 
("Schcduiing Order'') slates that "ALL OTHER MOTIONS Lmotions other than dispositive 
motions], including any Motion in Limine, shall be filed and heard by the Court no iuter than 
30 days before trial. (Emphasis in originc1l.J Per the Court's Amended Notice of Trial issued on 
October 21, 2015, trial begins on January 28, 2016. December 29, '.W15 is 30 days prior to 
January 28, 2016. Valiant's Motion is timely. 
JV's opposition to the MoLion was due seven (7) days prior to the December 29, 2015 
hearing, The opposition was not filed or served until December 23, 2015 - just six days before 
the hearing. JV's opposition is untimely. 
B. The Sole Issu.e Remaining For Trial is Whether the 2007 RE Loa1ts Note and 
Pensco Note [lave Been Satb,fied. 
JV asserts that because the Court's prior orders arc interlocutory in namre, those orders are 
of no effect and pennit JV to introduce evidence regarding issues which the Court has already 
resolved. This argument is without merit as it would render summary judgment proce•~dings 
meaningless. JV also argues that Valiant's Motion to limit evidence to that which is relevant to 
the single triable issue identified by the Court is too general to he ruled upon. This argument is 
also meritlcs;;. 
REPLY MEMORl\i~DVM IN SUPPORT OF 
VALIANT lDAHO, LLC'S MOTION IN LIMINE 
RE: JV, L.L.C. - Page 2 
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"The purpose of summary judgment is to avoid useless trials." Bandelin v. Pietsch, 
98 Idaho 337, 340, 563, P.2d 295,398 (1977). See also Berg v Fairmun, 107 Idaho 441,444. 690 
P 2d 896, 899 (1984); McHugh v. Reid, 156 ldahc 299, 306. 124 P.3d 998, 1005 (Ct. App. 2014). 
Partial summary judgments resolve undisputed issues and leave for trial only issues to which 
genuine issues of mal~rial fact exist. Viani v. Aetna Ins. Co., 95 Tdaho 22, 26, 50 I P.2d 706, 709 
(1972) overruled on other grounds by Sloviaczekv. Estate of Pudcett, 98 Idaho 371,375,565 P.2d 
564, 568 (1977). See also Glacier Gen Assurance Co. v. llisaw, 103 Idaho 605, 607, 651 P.2d 
539, 541 (I 982). 
On October 30, 2015, the Court unequivocally held that ''[t]he only issue remaining for 
the court trial is whether the 2007 RE Loans Note (Loan No. P0099) and the Pensco Note 
(Loan No. P0106) have been satisfied." Id. at 18 (emphasis added). Valiant's Motion seeks to 
limit lhc: evi<.kni.:e presemed at trial to this single issue, i.e., evidence that tends to prove or disprove 
that the 2007 RE Loans Note and the Pensco ~ote have been satisfied. This is a discrete issue that 
has been identified by the Court as the sole issue remaining for trial. 
JV has lost on all i:;sues but one. Instead of respecting the Court· s order and trying the 
sole issue that this Court has determined remains. JV seeks to relitigale every issue in this case. 
This cannot be permitted. It is patently unfair and in violation of Ruic l(a', of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure to require Valiant to prepare for and iitigate issues which have already been 
resolved by the Court. 
C. JV Sltottld Be Precl111ied From Introducing Ei•idence Not Provided iii Discovet')', 
JV does not oppose Valiant's Motion prcc[uding it from introducing evidence not produced 
in discovery. As such, Valiant's Motion should be granted. 
REPLY M.EMORA:'IIDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MOTION IN LIMINE 
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D. JV Slrould Be Precluded From l!Uroducing Expert Witnes~· Testimony. 
JV docs not oppose Vahant's Motion precluding it from introducing expert witness 
testimony i\s such, Valiant's Motion should be granted. 
E. JV Does Not Have Sta1tdiag to Assert Claims on Belzalf of Nortlt Idaho 
Resorts, LLC ("NIH''). 
JV's opposition includes a rambling discussion regarding the Court's dct~rmination that 
NIR has no vendor's lien and the Com1's reliance on Judge Gri11in's decision in Unfun Bank v. 
Pend Oreille Bonner Development. et al., Case No. CV-2011-0135. This incoherent discussion is 
not responsive to Valiant's Motion and is inexplicable given that NIR itself has conceded that it 
s;annot participate in the trial of this matter. To the extent that this discussion is a motion for 
reconsideration, such a "motion·· should be denied as not properly served or noticed. 
To the extent this Court concludes that JV somehow docs have standing to assert claims 
regarding the validity and priority ofNIR's purported vendor's lien, these issues have already been 
decided on summary judgment. This Court had already granted Valiant's motions for summary 
judgment holding that its interests to the Idaho Club real property, by virtue of the RE Loans 
Mo1tgage. Lhe Pensco Mortgage and the MF08 Mortgage, are prior in right, title and interest to any 
interest held by NIR. As such, JV should be prohibited from submitting evidence in support of 
NIR ·s claims. 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MOTION IN LJM!NE 
RE: JV, L.L.C. - Page 4 
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TI. CONCLUSIO!'i 
For the reasons set forth above, Valiant respectfully requests that its Motion in Limine Re: 
JV, L.L.C. be GRANTED. 
DATED this 29th day of December 2015. 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MOTION IN LIM/NE 
RE: JV, L.L.C. - Page S 
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PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
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Pursuant to Rule 7(d) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Idaho Code § 9-1406, 
Chad M. Nicholson declares as follows: 
1. I am an attorney at Jaw duly licensed to practice before this Court, and all Courts 
in the State of Idaho. I am an associate of the law firm of McConnell Wagner Sykes & 
Stacey PLLC {"MWSS"). attorneys for Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"). I make this Declaration 
in support of Valiant Idaho, LLC's Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine Re: 
North Idaho Resorts, LLC and VP, Inc. ["NIR/VP"], and Reply Memorandum in Support of 
Motion in Limine Re: JV, L.L.C. ["JV"]. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 are true and correct copies of three separate emails 
sent December 15, 2015 to counsel for both NIR/VP and N, to which are attached the Exhibits to 
the Declaration of Richard L. Stacey in Support of [Valiant'sJ Motions in Limine. The emails 
were sent in the ordinary course ofMWSS's business and the initial email explains that, due to the 
voluminous nature of the Exhibits, we were attaching them electronically versus sending 
approximately 140 pages via facsimile. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a copy of a document entitled File Balance Sheet 
and identified as FA TCO000684~FA TCO000685. This document was produced by 
First American Title Company pursuant to a subpoena duces tecum served in or about 
September 2015 by NIR/VP. 
I II I 
II II 
I fl I 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY AND DECLARE. under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws 
of the State of Idaho, that the foregoing is true and correct. 
DA TED this 28th da.y of December 2015. 
CHAD M. NICHOLSO~ 
DECLARATION OF CHAD M. NICHOLSON IN SUPPORT 
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Shortly you will be receiving facsimiles concerning Valiant's Motions In Limine Re NIRlVP and Re JV. Because the 
Exhibits to the Declaration of Mr. Stacey are approximately 140 pages, we will not be faxing those to you; however, I 
have attached the Exhibits to this and the emails to follow. In addition, you will receive via Federal Express 
tomorrow full sets of the pleadings faxed and exhibits emailed. Please contact me with questions. Thank you, 
Pamela 
Ex D.pdf 
Pamela A. Lemieux 
Legal Secretary 
~ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICLt\L DISTRICT OF THE STA TE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOl'i~tR 
GE~SIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., formerly 
known as NATIONAL GOLF BL'ILDERS, 
INC., a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
PEND OREILLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT, ) 
LLC, a Nevada limited liability company, et al., ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV-2009-0001810 
ORDER RE: VALIANT IDAHO 
LLC'S MOTIONS IN Lhl'IBVE 
THIS M..A..TTER came before the Court on December 29, 2015, for a hearing on Valiant 
Idaho, LLC's Motions In Limine, filed on December 15, 2015. Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant") is 
represented by Chad M. Nicholson, of McCONNELL WAGI'i'ER SY~ES & STACEY, PLLC. 
N, LLC ("N") is represented by Gary A. Finney, of FL'.'NEY FNNEY & F~l'iEY, P.A. 
North Idaho Resorts, LLC ("NIR") and VP, Incorporated ("VP") are represented by Susan P. 
Weeks, of JAMES, VER.t"'\JON & W'EEKS, P.A. 
The Court, after considering each side's arguments and pleadings, announced its decision 
on the record in open court. For the reasons stated on the record, Valiant's motions in limine ar~ 
granted in part and denied in part as follows: 
1. Valiant's motion for an order precluding defendants NIR, VP and JV from presenting 
ORDER RE: MOTIONS L'V LLil'IINE - 1 4266 
evidence at trial relating to any issue other than whether the 2007 RE Loans Kote and/or 
the Pensco Note have been satisfied is granted. 1 
2. Valiant's motion for an order precluding defendants NIR, VP and JV from presenting any 
evidence that was not produced in discovery is denied. The Court will rule on the 
admissibility of documents at trial. 
3. Valiant's motion for an order precluding defendants KIR and N from presenting any 
expert witness testimony at trial is granted. 
4. Valiant's motion for an order precluding defendant VP's expert, i\nnette Brule, from 
testifying at trial is denied. 
/\. 
DATED this, . .J.-:-' day of December.2015. 
., ~ \ 
i , 
I ,, • 
. , .......... f··: k~'· 
Barbara Buchanan 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage prepaid, 
this -2..::::L day of December, 2015. to: 
Bruce A. Anderson 
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON ELLIOTT & MACDONALD, CHTD. 
320 East :\!eider Avenue, Suite 102 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83815 
Facsimile: 208.667.2150 
(Attorneys for Jacobson, Lazar and Sage Holdings) 
Gary A. Finney 
FINNEY FINNEY & FDJ:'JEY, PA 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864 
1 1. This ruling does not preclude the defendants from introducing evidence of payments made in partial satisfaction 
of the outstanding mortgages and not credited thereto, if any. 
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Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
(Attorneys for For JV, LLC) 
Susan P. Weeks 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 8 3 814 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
(.4.ttorneysfor VP, Jncorporatecl}./orth Idaho Resorts, LLC) 
Richard L. Stacey 
Jeff R. Sykes 
Chad Nicholson 
YlcCONNELL W AG~ER SYKES 
& STACEY, PLLC. 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 20 l 
Boise, ID 83712 
Fax# (208) 489-0110 
(.4ttorney for R.E. Loans, LLC; and Valiant Idaho, LLC) 
"_./- ; ' ✓-~~-::' 
~ .. ,./"'"'/: ~
'/ r, · .. ' .. ' ,,....._ 1 I . . , , •. 1 
,'!l._ L {._I,_ .I, i ;'= ,,·:=\ 
.• ·6eputy Clerk ; 
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I 
SusanP. W~ks, ISB No. 4255 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, PA 
1626 Lincom Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
sweeks@jvwlaw.net 
J\/W 
..... r,.~-(•-r .... 
' .. •. . ' '. ~ 
Attorneys for Defendants North Idaho Resorts~ LLC and \IP, Incorporated 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF TIIE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
I 
GENESIS boLF BUILDERS. INC.., formerly I 
known as NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, 
INC., a Nevada corporatio~ 
Case No. CV-2009-01810 
PAGE EH/05 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
VP INC'S AMENDED SUPPLEMENTAL 
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE 
PEND ORRTT J.E BONNER 
DEVELOFMENT, LLC. a Nevada limited 
liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER. CROSS 
A.NDTHIRDPARTYACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN 
CO:MES NOW VP, Inc. ("VP'~) by and through its attomeys ofrecord, Jame~ Vernon & 
Weeks, P.A.. and pursuant to the request ofValiant, supplements its retained expert-witness 
disclosure as follows: 
3, Annette Brule, Mortgage Consultant, 1102 W. :Mulberry Lane, Coeur d'Alene, 
VP~ INC. •s AMENDED SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERT WITNESS 
DISQLOSuRE: 1 
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B. The data and other information considered by the witness in forming the qpinions: 
Said expert may consider: all loan documents related to two R.E. Loans loan 
numbers P0094 and P0099, the Pensco Trust loan, the MF '08 loan, including the 
promissory notes, mortgages, escrow instructions, the R.E. Loans bankruptcy file; the MF 
'08 bankl'Uptcy file; records of Pend Oreille Bonner Development, deposition transcripts 
of witnesses, all documents produced in discovery by any party, and all affida\l'i.ts filed in 
the matter. 
C. AP,y qbibits to be used as a si1mmmy of or in M?PQrt for the qpini9ps. 
Any and all documents produced in discovery, with expert disclosures and any 
and all deposition transcripts may be used by said expert as a surmnary of or in support 
for her opinions. 
D. Any qualifications of the witness, including a list of all publications anthgred by the 
witness within the preceding yen wars. 
Ms. Brulee is currently a mortgage consultant and has served i:r: that capacity to seyeral 
mortgage companies over the past five years. Ms. Brule carries an Idaho Mortgage Origination 
License with the state ofldaho and the National Mortgage Licensing System. Ms, Brule worked 
in the real estate industry from 1976 to 1989, where she wa:s a licensed residential/commercial 
realtor and a residential real broker. In 1989 through 1992, Ms. Bruelee became an Idaho 
liceIIBed mortgage broker, and served as a real estate associate broker and office manager for a 
mortg&ge--brokere. From 1992 to the present, fliis. Brule served as a loan originator. 
' 
I 
Additionaliy, Ms. Btule was a branch manager of a mortgage company from 1996 to 2000. 
I . 
From 200 l to 2004, she served as a Vice President and branch manager of a mortgage company. 
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Ms. Brule ~w serves as a mortgage consultant and has done so for the previous fi:ve ye~. Ms. 
Brule has nci publications. 
E. 1hc compepsation to be paid for the testipionv. 
Ms. Brule will bill for reasonable and ordinary cost of ti.me to interview the plaintiffs, 
review records and/or to testify at a rate of $100.00 per hour. 
F. A futting qf any otbs: cases in which the wlPw§s has temped as an expert at~ or by_ 
deposition within the mxr:rling four years; 
None. 
DATED this 8th day of January, 2015. 
JMIBS, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
By ~ 0e 1rkaJ. d 
Susan P. Weeks 
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CERTD1CATE OF SERVICE 
! 
I hetieby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served on the following 
persons in the manner indicated this 8th day of January, 2015: 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
____:/__ Facsimile: 208-263-8211 
U.S.iMail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile: 208-489-0110 
✓ electronic mail: 
· lemieux@mwsslawyers.com 
Gary A Finney 
FINNEY FINEY & FINNEY, PA 
120 E Lake St .• Ste. 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
Richard Stacey 
JeffSykes 
McCoonell Wagner Sykes & Stacey, PLLC 
827 E. Park Blvd., Ste. 201 
Boise, ID 83712 
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SusanP. W~eks, ISB No. 4255 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
- ~ IJ?,1 , I .... ,-i -. 
'- ~ ~ Wt .j 1 ; . -'~, ·v: _:; ~ 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-6683 
Facsimile: (208) 664--1684 
sweeks@inrJaw.net 
Attorneys for Defendants North Idaho Resorts, LLC and VP, Incorporated 
; IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
' 
OF THE STA 1E OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS7 INC.~ fonnerly 
known as NATIONAL GOLF Bt.JILDERS, Case No. CV-2009-01810 
INC., a Nevada corporati.o~ 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
VP INC'S AMENDED SUPPLE.MENTAL 
EXPERT "'11NESS DISCLOSURE 
PEND OR.Ell.LE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability company; et al .• 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COON iift( CROSS 
AND, THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN 
COMES NOW VP, Inc. ("VIP') by and through its attorneys of record, James, Vernon & 
Weeks, P.A., and pursuant to the request of Valiant, supplements its retained expert witness 
disclosure as follows: 
ID, 
3. Annette Brule, Mortgage Consultant,. 1102 W. Mulberry Lane, Coeur d'Alene. 
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I 
A. A statement of opiniom to be expressed and the basis and reasons therefore. 
Ms. Brulee is expected to testify to the following opinions: 
1. Barney Ng had an affiliation with. R.E. Loans, Bar-K, Inc. and his family had a 
t'elation with Mortgage Fund '08. Bar-K was the loan servicing agent for Mortgage 
Fund '08. 
2. The all~inclusive trust deed, sometimes called a wrap mortgage, used by Mortgage 
Fund '08 was not typical because there was no subsequent purchaser who was buying 
the real property from the developer, and no reason to wrap the loans. An all 
inclusive deed of trust -wraps ah original loan together with a second mortgage that is 
~arried by the seller to a new buyer. Under an All Inclusive Trust Deed, the buyer 
makes one large payment. The recipient of the payment, usually either the seller or a 
servicer that the seller designates, splits the payment up. Part of it goes to the lender 
on the original mortgage, and the rest goes back to the seller as the payment on the 
~ller's second mortgage. Aw-rap around mortgage is typically a financing 
' 
mechanism to allow a seller upon sale of the real property to a subsequent buyer to 
secure a subsequent deed of trust and shift the burden of paying the first deed of trust 
owed by the seller to the subsequent buyer. 
i . • 3. The R. E. Loans loan documents for Loan No. P0099 had a consent clause which 
prohibited other financing on the property without payment of Loan No. P0099, so a 
yvrap loan -would have violated the terms of Loan No. P0099 without written consent. 
I 
4. the loan closing statement for the Mortgage Fund '08 loan closing indicates 
compliance with the requirement that Loan No. P0099 be pa.id in full. 
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B. The data and other information considered by the witness in forming the opinions: 
Said ~ may consider: all loan documents related to two R.E. Loans loan 
numbers P0094 and P0099, the Pensco Trust loan, the MF '08 loan, including the 
promissory notes, mortgages, escrow instructions, the R.E. Loans bankruptcy file;. the NlF 
'08 bankruptcy file; records of Pend Oreille Bonner Development, deposition transcripts 
of witnesses, all documents produced in discovery by any party, and all affidavits filed in 
the matter. 
C. Any exlllDits !Q be used as a summary of or in support for the opinions. 
Any and all documents produced in discovery, with expert disclosures and any 
and all deposition transcriptS may be used by said expert as a summary of or in support 
for )1er opinions. 
D. Any qualifications of the witness. including a list of all publietjons authored bv the 
witness within the greceding yen years. 
Ms. Brulee is currently a mortgage consultant and has served in that capacity to several 
mortgage companies over the past five years. Ms. Brule carries an Idaho Mortgage Origination 
License with the state ofldaho and the National Mortgage Licensing System. Ms. Brule worked 
in the real estate industry from 1976 to 1989, where she was a licensed residential/commercial 
realtor and a residential real broker. In 1989 through 1992, Ms. Bruelee became an Idaho 
licensed mortgage brokef, and served as a real est.ate associate broker and office manager for a 
mortgage brokerage. From 1992 to the present, Ms. Brule served as a loan originator. 
Additionally, Ms. Brule was a branch manager of a mortgage company from 1996 to 2000. 
From 2001 to 2004, she served as a Vice President and branch manager of a mortgage company. 
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I 
Ms. Brule nbw serves as a mortgage consultant and has done so for the previous five years. Ms. 
Brule has no publications. 
; 
i 
E. The ~sation to be pai~ for the testimony. 
Ms. Brule will bill for reasonable and ordinary cost of time to interview the plaintiffs, 
. : 
review recotds and/or to testify at a rate of $100.00 per hour. 
F. A listing of any other cases in which the witness bas testified as an expert at trial or bv 
~tion within the preceding four years: 
I 
None. 
DATED this 1 I th day of January, 2015. 
JM1ES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
By ~Q 2/4e1'a--
susan P. Weeks 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served on the following 
persons in ~ manner indicated this 11th day of January, 2015: 
i 
__ U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_L__ Facsimile: 208-263-8211 
Gary A. Finney 
Fl1'i1N'"EY FINEY & FINNEY, PA 
120 E Lake St., Ste. 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Richard Stacey U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
/ Facsimile: 208--489-0110 
Jeff Sykes 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey. PLLC 
~ electronic mail: 
lemiewc@mwsslawyers.com 
827 E. Park Blvd., Ste. 201 
Boise, ID 83712 
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